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Welcome to the 2019 Matrix Catalogue. It’s packed with brand new products as well as the extremely popular products that remain within the Matrix range. We’ve striven once again over the past 12 months, to design and produce fresh and innovative new tackle to not only look great, but also catch you more fish.

All of the Matrix products are designed with the help of our dedicated development team with heavy involvement from some of the best anglers across Europe. When you’re on the bank with Matrix products you can be safe in the knowledge that they’ve been produced using the highest quality materials available and the very latest manufacturing processes. All new products go through a vigorous testing process with our team of European consultants that gives us the confidence that each and every component will perform at the very highest level.

With so many new items over the next 76 pages it’s impossible to highlight them all, but we’re sure that whatever style of fishing you enjoy there’ll be an abundance of new products within the catalogue that will find their way onto your wish list.
The S36 Superbox continues to be the best value box on the market and following the introduction of the Blue and Black versions for 2018 we’ve seen it become even more sought after. With the popularity of both the S36 & S25 Lime being so high, for 2019 we’ve introduced the new P25 & F25 in the same stylish lime as the Superboxes.

All our boxes are built on the same modular system that allows you to upgrade your existing Matrix Seatbox easily and affordably.
Solid and stylish is the best way to describe the S36 Superbox. If you’re looking for a reliable seatbox that’s not only incredibly stable, but also has looks that far exceed its price tag then the S36 Superbox should certainly be on your radar.
SUPERBOX 36

• Large diameter 36mm legs with 25mm telescopic inserts for incredible stability
• Lightweight aluminium frame
• Removable padded carry strap supplied
• Built using the popular Matrix drawer units
• Generous storage capacity between the footplate and drawer units
• Stylish new back plate
• Anti-warp footplate
• Large diameter, swivel mud feet for extra stability on uneven ground
• Integral footplate slides under the frame for easy transportation
• Snag-Free fitting throughout
• Padded seat with built-in spirit level
• Accessory threads in the top of all six 36mm legs
• Extended thread on footplate hand wheels
• Available in three colours: Black, Lime and blue
• Supplied with: 1 x Deep Drawer Unit, 2 x Single Tray Unit and 1 x Transport lid

• LIME FRAME - GMB134 £499.99
• BLACK FRAME - GMB145 £499.99
• BLUE FRAME - GMB146 £499.99
The S25 Superbox retains many of the features and the styling from the flagship S36, but incorporates the smaller diameter legs and a compact frame. The S25 is a weight-saving alternative for anglers who want to travel light.

**SUPERBOX 25**

- Lightweight aluminium frame
- 25mm tele-adjustable round legs
- All legs include threaded leg caps
- Built using the popular Matrix drawer units
- Removable padded strap supplied
- Colour coordinated hand wheels and back plate badges
- Anti-warp footplate
- Supplied with: 1 x Deep Drawer Unit, 1 x Shallow Tray and 1 x Transport lid

- Large, swivel mud feet for extra stability on uneven ground
- Integral footplate slides under the frame for easy transportation
- Snag-Free fitting throughout
- Padded seat with built-in spirit level
- Weight: 15kg
- Available in Black or Lime Green
- **BLACK FRAME** - GMB147 £369.99
- **LIME FRAME** - GMB148 £369.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
SUPERBOX 2 WHEEL TRANSPORTER
- Designed specifically for the Matrix Superbox
- Quickly and easily transform the box into a 2 wheel transport system
- Inserts supplied for use on both the S25 & S36 Superbox
- Packs away neatly into the supplied carry bag
- Removable, height adjustable handles with ergonomic rubber handgrips
- Supplied with 2 solid, puncture resistant wheels
- Height adjustable support for rods / holdalls
- GTR003 £89.99

SUPERBOX 4 WHEEL TRANSPORTER
- Provided in durable storage bag (storage size L75cm x W60cm x H25cm)
- Frame compresses into compact size for easy storage
- Easy assembly: insert handles and locate the 4 wheels, then tighten hand wheels
- Extending frame can be adjusted to suit the amount of tackle you want to transport (from 75cm to 100cm)
- Unique Seatbox locking system that prevents any movement or sliding when in use (applicable to all Matrix seatboxes & most market leaders)
- Height adjustable handles (from 88cm to 100cm)
- Ergonomic rubber handles
- Rear waterproof storage bag with zipped lid and drainage base
- Solid tyres prevent punctures
- GTR004 £149.99

DURALITE PLATFORM
- Universally designed to carry all popular seatboxes
- Breaks down for easy storage and transportation
- Incredibly quick and easy to assemble
- Large diameter 36mm legs for extra stability
- Supplied with 4 x 90cm legs with mud feet
- Complete system packs away neatly into the supplied carry bag
- Dual axis spirit level for accurate setting
- Width 96cm x Length 105cm
- GST001 £174.99
SUPERBOX F25 / P25

Built using the same modular system as the flagship S36, the F25 & P25 still carry many high-end features. Thanks to the H-frame design they’re a compact solution for any angler wanting to save weight or space. The styling has been updated with the introduction of the lime frame that we know will be a huge hit.

P25 SEATBOX MKII
• Lightweight aluminium H-frame
• Removable padded strap supplied
• Contrasting lime frame and black footplate
• New non-scratch sliding footplate locking mechanism
• 6 x 25mm tele-adjustable round legs
• Swivel mud feet for extra stability on uneven ground
• All legs include threaded leg caps
• Built using the popular Matrix drawer units
• Supplied with: 1 x Front Drawer Unit, 1 x Shallow Tray Unit
• Snag-Free fitting throughout
• Padded seat with built-in spirit level
• Weight: 13kg
• GMB154 £259.99

The P25 Box has been updated with some impressive styling, but still retains the features that made the original P25 Box so popular.

F & P SYSTEM 2 WHEEL TRANSPORTER
• Specifically designed to transport Matrix F & P boxes
• Fold flat design for easy transportation
• 2 removable solid wheels
• Removable, height adjustable handle with ergonomic rubber handgrips
• 2 secure anchor points for bungee straps
• Removable stabilising feet
• Max width: 83cm / Max height: 119cm
• GTR002 £89.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
The F25 Box is compact, lightweight and offers generous storage. It’s the ideal box for the angler who requires a quality modular system with a small footprint. The styling on the F25 box has been updated to give the impressive looks of a box of much higher value.

**F25 SEATBOX MKII**
- Lightweight aluminium H-frame
- Removable padded strap supplied
- Contrasting lime frame and black footplate
- New non-scratch sliding footplate locking mechanism
- 6 x 25mm tele-adjustable round legs
- Swivel mud feet for extra stability on uneven ground
- All legs include threaded leg caps
- Built using the popular Matrix drawer units
- Supplied with: 1 x Deep Drawer and 1 x 90mm Tray Unit
- Snag-Free fitting throughout
- Padded seat with built-in spirit level
- Weight: 11.8kg
- GMB155 £259.99

**FEEDER SEAT**
- Collapsible for easy transportation
- Swivel seat to aid casting and fishing
- Padded seat and back rest
- Stylish back plate
- Can be fitted to any Matrix seat box using the modular system
- GMB117 £119.99

**F25 MII BOX WITH FEEDER SEAT COMBO**
- GMB156 £339.99
The range of Matrix Seatbox Units & Trays fit all Matrix seatboxes and can be used to customise your set-up to your exact requirements.

**SHALLOW DRAWER UNIT WITH EVA DISC & INSERTS**
- Shallow cross drawer unit for accessories
- EVA Discs and Insert Tray included
- Drawer can be used left or right handed
- Drawer Depth 20mm
- GMB144 £69.99

**DEEP DRAWER UNIT WITH INSERTS**
- Deep drawer unit fits all of the Matrix Modular systems except FD Compact
- Drawer Unit can be used left or right handed
- Drawer depth 50mm
- 2 drawer inserts included for neat storage of tackle
- GMB118 £74.99

**SINGLE TRAY UNIT**
- Shallow unit for winder trays, winders and accessories
- Depth 25mm
- GM8017 £26.99

**90MM DEEP TRAY UNIT**
- Metal 90mm deep storage base
- Fits on all Matrix seatboxes
- Accepts all Matrix Drawer Units
- GMB044 £54.99

**TRANSPORT LID**
- Clips to Matrix box unit for easy transport
- Large soft touch rubber handle
- GMB019 £31.99

**FRONT DRAWER SYSTEM**
- 2 front drawer system with a modular design that can be used on the range of Matrix seatboxes
- Each drawer comes supplied with 3 dividers to enable neat storage of tackle
- Front drawer unit also incorporates a shallow tray for extra storage. This can also be converted to a winder tray with a Matrix Pole Winder Tray Pack
- Drawers are weather sealed to keep the contents dry
- Drawer dimensions 140mm x 250mm
- GMB112 £74.99

**SEATBOX COVER**
- Durable 1080D PU backed waterproof fabric
- Elasticated seams for secure fitting
- Designed to fit any Matrix Seatbox (with cushion seat)
- Visible Matrix screen printed branding
- GMB153 £9.99

*Prices shown as RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)*
POLE WINDE RS AND TRAYS

Rig storage is a huge consideration for any pole angler and at Matrix we set out to design a complete storage solution that will keep your rigs safe and secure at home and on the bank. Every detail from the hook retainer on the winders to the trays themselves has been carefully considered and designed with the help of our consultants.

POLE WINDE RS LOADED WINDE R TRAY
• Robust moulded tray designed to fit straight into Matrix Shallow Tray Unit
• Rig anchor tensioner eliminates the use of rubber rig anchors
• Each winder features a hook retainer & loop pin
• Easy to remove individual winders via the grip tab
• Vibrant winder colour for easy identification
• Available in three popular sizes: 130mm, 180mm & 260mm

- 42x 130MM /uniF6BA GPW001 £25.99
- 26x 180MM /uniF6BA GPW002 £22.99
- 17x 260MM /uniF6BA GPW003 £19.99

POLE WINDE RS X5
• Ultra-durable design
• Ideal for storing commercial shallow or island rigs
• Rig anchor tensioner eliminates the use of rubber rig anchors
• Each winder features a hook retainer & loop pin
• Easy to remove individual winders via the grip tab
• Vibrant winder colour for easy identification
• Available in three lengths, 130mm, 180mm & 260mm

- 130MM · GPW004 £3.99
- 180MM · GPW005 £3.99
- 260MM · GPW006 £3.99

COLOR INDICATORS
• Replicates the winder colours used on our latest winder trays
• Simple push fit design
• 4 per packet – one fit in each corner block
• Available in 3 colours
- LIME · GPW007 £1.79
- DARK BLUE · GPW008 £1.79
- LIGHT BLUE · GPW009 £1.79

SHALLOW DRAWER EVA DISC INSERT TRAY
• Designed to securely hold 10 Matrix EVA rig discs
• Fits into Matrix shallow or deep side drawers
• Can be double stacked in Matrix deep side drawer
• Constructed from high grade PP to prevent warping
• Designated pin cushions to store your unused rig pins
• Provided with 10 EVA spools and 15 super fine Matrix pins
• Spare EVA rig discs can be bought
- GMB143 £15.99

DEEP DRAWER INSERTS
• Inserts fit directly into deep drawer unit for tidy storage
• 1 x large and 1 x small inset per pack
- GMB120 £10.99
SEATBOX ACCESSORIES

Designed and developed over two years to offer the most adaptable range of seatbox accessories. The 3D-R concept is built around a main knuckle which has a unique push-button, quick release system so items can be interchanged between the main block. The system also includes a quick-release thread which can be fitted onto products like rod rests, butt rests and pole socks eliminating having to screw them in position. This range features original 3D inserts, but with enlarged moulded knuckle blocks for increased durability and oversized ergonomic anti snag handwheels. Designed to fit 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs.

INSERTS

All 3D accessories come with 25mm and 30mm inserts enabling them to be used on 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs.
The extending 12 kit roost has been designed to fit a variety of boxes and side trays thanks to the 3D-R Fittings and the unique way in which it extends. The EVA will securely hold up to 12 top kits safely, even in strong winds.

**3D-R EXTENDING 12 KIT ROOST**
- Capable of holding 12 top kits
- Hex shaped EVA foam designed to prevent kits from lifting out
- Features 2x quick release knuckles
- Designed to work in conjunction with our extending side trays
- Multiple fitting options
- Min length: 60cm – Max length: 82cm
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA015 £39.99

---

**3D-R ANGLED ROD HOLDER**
- Designed to hold a single rod
- Robust multi angle lock for rod positioning adjustability
- Fixed main knuckle for added strength
- Soft TPR moulded insert to protect and grip rod butt
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA016 £12.99

---

The 3D-R Multi Angle Rod Holder has been designed to allow the angler to store their rods safely and securely on the bank while not in use. The Multi Angle positioning means that you can always avoid any bankside vegetation and potential damage.

**3D-R MULTI ANGLE ROD HOLDER**
- Designed to hold up to three rods
- Each rod holder can be adjusted vertically and horizontally for maximum flexibility
- Robust multi angle lock for rod positioning
- Fixed main knuckle for added strength
- Soft TPR moulded insert to protect and grip rod butt
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA034 £44.99

---

**3D-R BUTT REST**
- Designed support your rod when feeder fishing
- Features quick release main knuckle
- Quick threaded insert
- Smooth high-density EVA foam
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA028 £18.99

**3D-R EXTENDING BUTT REST**
- Designed to offer precise adjustability when feeder fishing
- Features quick release main knuckle
- Height adjustable vertical tube (length 24cm)
- Quick threaded insert
- Smooth high-density EVA foam
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA029 £21.99
3D-R PROTECTOR BAR SHORT / LONG
- Ideal for using with a pole sock or tulip rest
- Features quick-release main knuckle
- Quick threaded insert
- Smooth high-density EVA foam
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 28CM - SHORT - GBA017 £16.99
- 43CM - LONG - GBA018 £17.99

3D-R DOUBLE PROTECTOR BAR SHORT / LONG
- Dual thread allows two accessories to be attached
- Features quick-release main knuckle
- 2x quick threaded insert
- Smooth high-density EVA foam
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 28CM - SHORT - GBA019 £19.99
- 43CM - LONG - GBA020 £21.99

3D-R CROSS ARM SHORT / MEDIUM / LONG
- Perfect for using with bait waiters and pole socks
- Features quick-release main knuckle
- Quick threaded insert
- Lightweight matt aluminium extrusions
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 18CM - SHORT - GBA021 £15.99
- 28CM - MEDIUM - GBA022 £16.99
- 43CM - LONG - GBA023 £17.99

3D-R INSERT THREADS X2
- Replacement threads for all 3D-R accessories
- 2 per pack
- GBA040 £5.99

3D-R UP & OVER POLE REST
- Developed to hold your pole whilst balling groundbait
- Features quick-release main knuckle
- Smooth high-density EVA foam to prevent damaging pole sections
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- GBA027 £14.99

3D-R BROLLY BRACKET SHORT / LONG
- Created to offer stability when using a brolly
- Features fixed knuckles for added strength
- Double threaded fixing points for extra rigidity
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 18CM - SHORT - GBA030 £20.99
- 31CM - LONG - GBA031 £22.99

3D MEGA FEEDER ARM
- Universal 3D Snap-Free fitting
- Adjustable 116cm - 200cm length
- Very stable even with heavy feeder rods
- Swan neck keeps line away from the feeder arm
- Interlocking pivot points reduce movement
- Easy to use locking collar for rest heads
- GMB074 £59.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
3D-R KEEPNET ARM SHORT
- Super compact design
- Features threaded quick release part
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 10CM - GBA032 £13.99

3D-R KEEPNET ARM LONG
- Features quick release main knuckle
- Quick threaded insert for easy net removal
- Fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- 30CM - GBA033 £15.99

3D-R FEEDER ARM SHORT
- Perfect for using on commercials with shorter rods
- Extending inner extrusion
- Features quick release threaded insert
- Robust multi angle lock for rod position adjustability

3D-R FEEDER ARM LONG
- Ideal for using with longer rods on large lakes or rivers
- Extending inner extrusion
- Features quick release threaded insert
- Robust multi angle lock for rod position adjustability

3D-R FEEDER ARM RIGID
- Designed for added stability
- Height adjustable end tube (length 34cm)
- Quick release threaded insert positioned on vertical upright

3D EXTENDABLE TOOL BAR INC. X3 CLAMPS
- Designed to fit 25mm, 30mm and 36mm round legs
- Allows 4 Keepnets to be fixed comfortably alongside each other when fully extended
- Unique snap-lock system allows Keepnet knuckles to be easily removed
- 3 keepnet knuckles supplied
- Quick release enables nets to be fixed or detached by pushing a button
- Ultra-lightweight aluminium construction
- Can be stored in Matrix Ethos Pro Jumbo Roller bag when fully collapsed
- GMB151 £59.99

QUICK RELEASE TOOL BAR CLAMP
- Designed to fit on the Matrix Extendable Tool Bar
- Unique snap-lock system allows easy removal
- Quick release allows nets to be fixed or attached by pushing a button
- GBA039 £9.99
SEATBOX ACCESSORIES

COLLAPSIBLE SIDE TRAY
- 3D knuckles throughout compatible with 25mm, 30mm & 36mm legs
- Supplied with two 25mm extending support legs
- Solid fully adjustable lid, can be locked in any position
- Double support struts for added stability
- Collapsible fabric base enables compact storage
- Constructed from durable waterproof fabric
- Capable of holding 6x large bait tubs (3.3 pints)
- Perfect for protecting your bait from rain and sun damage
- GMB149 £99.99

3D SIDE TRAY & COVER
- 3D universal system can be used on 25mm, 30mm and 36mm legs
- Comes supplied with two telescopic legs to keep the side tray stable
- The adjustable lid can be locked open in any position
- At 9cm deep the side tray will accommodate deep bait tubs
- Your bait will be protected from the rain and sun
- The lid can be locked shut for transportation
- Generous 580mm x 490mm size
- GMB108 £109.99

3D 6 BOX SIDE TRAY & COVER
- Large aluminium side tray with capacity to hold 6 bait boxes
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting
- Additional legs for extra support
- Comes supplied with Side Tray Cover (100% polyester) that protects bait from rain and sun
- Cover also available separately
- Side tray dimensions: 50cm x 55cm
- GMB080 £94.99

EXTENDING SIDE TRAY
- Large holds 8 x 3 pint bait boxes
- X-Large holds 12 x 3.3 pint bait boxes
- Universal design will fit most round leg seat boxes
- Attaches to 3 legs for extra stability
- Supplied with 2 telescopic 25mm support legs with mud feet
- Universal 3D Snag-Free fitting - fits 25mm, 30mm & 36mm legs
- Can also be fitted to the rear of the box for tackle storage when fishing
- L - 42CM X 53/81CM - GMB139 £89.99
- XL - 50CM X 53/81CM - GMB152 £99.99 NEW!

SIDETRAY COVER
- Easy to use pop-up design
- Packs down flat for easy transportation
- Protects bait from rain and sun
- Will fit most side trays on market
- 100% polyester
- GMB081 £19.99

3D FOLDING POLE SUPPORT
- 3D version fits 25mm, 30mm and 36mm legs
- Fully adjustable for perfect height adjustment
- Full protection across the top of the support no protruding parts to catch your pole on
- Can be fished with the pole in 2 positions
- Folds flat for ease of transport and storage
- GMB069 £64.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**Bait Waiter**
- Designed to hold 4 bait boxes securely
- Inserts can be used to give a storage area for terminal tackle
- Additional insert will accommodate 1 1pt bait box
- Screw thread
- 2 solid inserts, 2 small converters
- GMB121 £15.99

**Side Stop Feeder Rest**
- 90° bent end prevents rod from being pulled in when Method feeder fishing
- Infinite rod positioning along main part
- Protective EVA foam coating
- GAC309 £12.99

**Pole Rest**
- Larger diameter for holding pole sections
- Soft internal protection for pole sections
- Screw thread
- Can also be used as a rod / landing net rest
- GAC348 £4.25

**Feeder Rests**
- Modern design rod rest head
- Infinite rod positioning for feeder fishing
- Protective EVA foam coating
- STANDARD - GAC206 £10.99
- LARGE - GAC301 £11.99

**Tulip Pole Rests**
- Simple plastic ‘tulip shaped’ pole rest
- Moulded thread fits all box accessory arms
- STANDARD - GAC203 £2.99
- LARGE - GAC303 £3.49

**Rectangle Pole Sock**
- Larger than conventional pole socks
- Rectangle design enables more than one section to be held at a time
- Fitted with standard screw thread
- GLN041 £8.99

**Adjustable Legs**
- Available in 3 fittings: 45cm length with 25mm round adjustable legs and 45cm / 80cm length with 36mm round adjustable legs
- Telescopic adjustment with Snag-Free fitting
- Swivel mud feet
- Two per pack
- 25MM 45CM - GMB087 £21.99
- 36MM 45CM - GMB150 £24.99 NEW!
- 36MM 80CM - GMB107 £31.99

**Offset Side Tray Legs X2**
- Offset design allows a side tray support leg to be used on narrow fishing stages
- 25mm diameter
- Threaded insert allows the leg to extended with Matrix Leg Inserts
- GMB133 £26.99

**Leg Extensions X2**
- 150mm and 300mm extension for 25mm legs
- 150mm and 300mm extension for 36mm legs
- Female thread in the top of the extension for accessories to be added
- 25MM 150MM - GMB135 £10.99
- 25MM 300MM - GMB136 £10.99
- 36MM 150MM - GMB137 £16.49
- 36MM 300MM - GMB138 £16.49

**Hand Wheels X2**
- Replacement hand wheels can be used on compatible seatboxes and Superbox series
- 2 Hand wheels per pack
- S36 - GMB130 £5.99
- S25 - GMB131 £5.99
- S SERIES - GMB132 £5.99
POLE ROLLERS

Two rollers designed to cover all of your pole fishing needs. Both have a large height adjustment and feature unique ground spikes so they can be used low to the ground or on top of a bank.

FREEFLOW STANDARD POLE ROLLER
- Freeflow roller with bearings
- 2 vertical support rollers
- Cam locking on tension bars for stability
- Adjustable legs with secure cam locks for perfect height adjustment
- Unique folding ground spikes for use on raised banks
- Stability clip for attaching a water bucket
- Available in two sizes: Standard and Large
- Height: 0-70cm
- Width: 80cm
- Supplied with a carry bag
- Folds flat for easy transportation
- GRO001 £79.99

FREEFLOW LARGE POLE ROLLER
- 2 independent Freeflow rollers with bearings
- 3 vertical support rollers
- Cam locking on tension bars for stability
- Adjustable legs with secure cam locks for perfect height adjustment
- Unique folding ground spikes for use on raised banks
- Stability clip for attaching a water bucket
- Available in two sizes: Standard and Large
- Height: 0-76cm
- Width: 93cm
- Supplied with a carry bag
- Folds flat for easy transportation
- GRO002 £89.99

BROLLIES

The perfect solution for keeping your bait protected from the rain or sun.

SPACE BROLLY 50"
- Features the unique Self-Tensioning System (STS)
- New gusseted bell cap (patent pending) with a small moulded loop for attaching a guy rope
- Much more headroom than conventional brollies
- Fibreglass arms are much stronger, lighter and more stable than traditional metal arms
- Simple push/pull ‘non-fail’ mechanism
- Adjustable pole with tilt facility
- Three pegging points for increased stability
- Weight: 2.8kg
- Main outer fabric: 100% Polyester
- GUM007 £74.99
ACCESSORY CHAIRS

Designed for the angler who likes a little more comfort when fishing, the Matrix Accessory Chairs offer comfort alongside practicality. The adjustable legs and compatibility with the 3D-R Accessories bring all of the features usually exclusive to seatbox owners to anglers who enjoy a more relaxed style of fishing.

ETHOS® ACCESSORY CHAIR
- Designed for feeder or float fishing
- Lightweight aluminium / steel construction
- Low back to aid casting and manoeuvrability
- 25mm aluminium legs take all 3D accessories
- Folds flat for easy transportation
- Supplied with a carry strap
- Weight 4.9kg
- Main outer fabric: 100% polyester
- Padding / filling: 100% polyurethane
- GBC001 £64.99

ETHOS® DELUXE ACCESSORY CHAIR
- Deluxe chair with extensive padding
- Designed for feeder or float fishing
- Lightweight aluminium / steel construction
- 25mm aluminium legs take all 3D accessories
- Removable leg extensions at the rear
- Storage pocket for leg extensions
- Folds flat for easy transportation
- Supplied with a carry strap
- Main outer fabric: 100% polyester
- Padding / filling: 100% polyurethane
- High back for extra comfort
- GBC002 £109.99

OVER THE TOP BROLLY 45"
- 115cm (45") diameter
- Extra-long pole for increased clearance
- Ideal for pole fishing because of 360º clear shipping space
- Super lightweight construction
- Ultra-durable outer fabric
- 100% Polyester
- GUM006 £64.99

BAIT BROLLY & SUPPORT ARM
- High quality waterproof backed fabric
- Height adjustable with tilt angle function
- Covers your side tray to keep bait dry or out of sunlight
- Supplied with XL 3D brolly support arm (fits 25mm, 30mm or 36mm)
- Comes in compact waterproof storage bag
- GUM008 £44.99
Matrix Poles are sure to be the big talking point for 2019 as we launch two new ranges. The brand new MTX Pole range has been launched after two years of development and offers unrivalled performance. The range offers two sub-categories of poles. MTX Ultra and MTX Power have been specifically developed to cover all pole fishing styles. All MTX Poles are built on the same mandrel to make all sections and top kits interchangeable giving the angler full flexibility to their required package.
MTX4 ULTRA POLES

MTX4 ULTRA

Developed to offer unrivalled performance, the MTX Ultra 4 incorporates the perfect balance between strength and rigidity to create a pole that can handle the rigours of modern day commercial fishing, whilst still remaining ultra-responsive. Manufactured using the highest quality Japanese carbon and high impact resin to offer unrivalled strength and rigidity.
MTX4 ULTRA 16M

- Superb performance and balance
- Built on the same mandrel as the original Nemesis poles
- Features MST – Multi Strand Technology
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped sections
- All joints are reinforced with 1K carbon weave
- Section alignment decal system
- Generous kit package
- All kits are pre-bushed
- Match and Power Kits fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- New design Rigid Cupping Kit and cups
- Supplied in tubes and a holdall
- Huge range of spares available

MTX4 POLE PACKAGES
- 16M PACKAGE - GPO105 £2999.99
- 13M EURO PACKAGE - GPO107 £2999.99

MTX4 SECTIONS
- NO.3 SHORT - GPO140 £59.99
- NO.3 - GPO141 £139.99
- NO.4 - GPO142 £169.99
- NO.5 - GPO143 £249.99
- NO.6 - GPO144 £399.99
- NO.7 - GPO145 £409.99
- 13M BUTT - GPO146 £429.99
- 14.5M BUTT - GPO147 £449.99
- 16M BUTT - GPO148 £449.99
- 17.5M PARALLEL EXT - GPO149 £219.99

MTX4 MINI EXTENSIONS
- MINI EXT 1 - GPO150 £49.99
- MINI EXT 2 - GPO151 £49.99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>CLOSED LENGTH</th>
<th>NO. OF SECTIONS</th>
<th>WEIGHT 13M</th>
<th>WEIGHT 14.5M</th>
<th>WEIGHT 16M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16m</td>
<td>1.8m</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>850g</td>
<td>1150g</td>
<td>1380g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MTX4 ULTRA 16M PACKAGE
MTX4 ULTRA 13M EURO PACKAGE
MTX3 ULTRA POLES

We set out to produce the best performing mid-priced pole on the market and we feel the MTX 3 Ultra delivers in every way. Fantastic performance and strength makes it ideal for both rivers and commercials. With the balance and package offered with the MTX 3 we feel it’s set to be the new benchmark in mid priced poles.
**MTX3 ULTRA 16M**

- Superb performance and balance
- Built on the same mandrel as the original Nemesis poles
- Features MST – Multi Strand Technology
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped sections
- All joints are reinforced with 1K carbon weave
- Section alignment decal system
- Generous kit package
- All kits are pre-bushed
- Match and Power Kits fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- New design Rigid Cupping Kit and cups
- Supplied in tubes and a holdall
- Huge range of spares available

**MTX3 POLE PACKAGES**

- 16M PACKAGE - GPO104 £1299.99
- 13M EURO PACKAGE - GPO106 £1299.99

**MTX3 SECTIONS**

- NO.3 - GPO130 £69.99
- NO.4 - GPO131 £89.99
- NO.5 - GPO132 £119.99
- NO.6 - GPO133 £139.99
- NO.7 - GPO134 £159.99
- 13M BUTT - GPO135 £199.99
- 14.5M BUTT - GPO136 £209.99
- 16M BUTT - GPO137 £209.99

**MTX3 MINI EXTENSIONS**

- MINI EXT 1 - GPO138 £39.99
- MINI EXT 2 - GPO139 £39.99
Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)

MTX POWER

Designed to offer durability whilst retaining balance and rigidity and specifically developed for modern commercial fishing. The MTX Power range uses many of the design features from the Ultra poles, but at more affordable price points, with emphasis on combating the strains that big weights and large fish put poles under.
**MTX2 / MTX1 POWER**

- Superb performance and strength
- Built on the same mandrel as the original Nemesis poles
- Features MST – Multi Strand Technology
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped sections
- Reinforced sections
- Section alignment decal system
- Generous kit package
- All kits are pre-bushed
- Match and Power Kits fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- New design Rigid Cupping Kit and cups
- Supplied in tubes and a holdall
- Huge range of spares available

### MTX2 POLE PACKAGE
- 14.5M PACKAGE - GPO103 £799.99

### MTX2 SECTIONS / EXTENSIONS
- NO.3 - GPO122 £49.99
- NO.4 - GPO123 £59.99
- NO.5 - GPO124 £89.99
- NO.6 - GPO125 £109.99
- NO.7 - GPO126 £119.99
- 13M BUTT - GPO127 £139.99
- 14.5M BUTT - GPO128 £149.99
- MINI EXT 1 - GPO129 £39.99

### MTX1 POLE PACKAGE
- 13M PACKAGE - GPO102 £500.00

### MTX1 SECTIONS / EXTENSIONS
- NO.3 - GPO115 £29.99
- NO.4 - GPO116 £39.99
- NO.5 - GPO117 £59.99
- NO.6 - GPO118 £79.99
- NO.7 - GPO119 £89.99
- 13M BUTT - GPO120 £99.99
- MINI EXT 1 - GPO121 £29.99
MTX TOP KITS / TORQUE POLES

Each kit has been specifically developed to work in conjunction with the MTX range, enhancing the rigidity and balance of the poles. All Top Kits come cut to the same length, pre-bushed with UK manufactured PTFE bushes and fitted with the new Revolve side puller system (excluding finesse kits). All are finished with the same Glide tape used on the rest of the pole to give an ultra-smooth finish.

MATCH KIT ULTRA 1
- Total length 2.64m
- Fitted with 3.8mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced 1K carbon band
- Fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 12 elastic
- 1K carbon weave joints
- GPO108 £79.99

POWER KIT ULTRA 1
- Total length 2.64m
- Fitted with 4.2mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced 1K carbon band
- Fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 18 elastic
- 1K carbon weave joints
- GPO109 £79.99

MATCH KIT 2
- Total length 2.64m
- Fitted with 3.8mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced 1K carbon band
- Fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 12 elastic
- GPO110 £59.99

POWER KIT 2
- Total length 2.64m
- Fitted with 4.2mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced 1K carbon band
- Fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 18 elastic
- GPO111 £59.99

FINESSE KIT
- Total length 2.64m
- Fitted with 2.8mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced carbon band no side puller fitted
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 10 elastic
- GPO112 £79.99

SHORT KIT
- Total length 1.83m (one section kit)
- Fitted with 3.8mm internal PTFE bush
- Reinforced 1K carbon band
- Fitted with our new Revolve side puller
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- ESR rating to size 12 elastic
- GPO113 £44.99

CUPPING KIT
- Total length 2.64m
- Super large diameter for extra stiffness
- Fitted with internal 7mm cupping kit thread
- Brass threads to prevent corrosion
- Supplied with 2 Matrix Groundbait Cups (150ml & 250ml)
- Exclusive Glide anti-friction taped finish
- GPO114 £49.99
Designed and developed for the most demanding carp margin fishing throughout the UK and Europe. Detailed construction using cross layered carbon creates ultra-strong and stiff sections, providing a super responsive pole whilst retaining maximum strength.

**UK CARP 8.5M**
- 8.5m pole package includes an additional top 2 kit & strike section
- 20+ elastic rating
- Ultra-durable cross layered carbon sections
- Glide taped finish applied to all sections (expect painted butt sections)
- Enlarged ceramic side puller slot fitted (capable of housing extra-large elastics)
- Large bore Top Kits (no cutting back needed)

**EURO CARP 9.0M & 10.5M**
- Available in two lengths: 9.0m and 10.5m
- Supplied with mini strike section
- 20+ elastic rating
- Ultra-durable cross layered carbon sections
- Glide taped finish applied to all sections (expect painted butt sections)
- Enlarged ceramic side puller slot fitted (capable of housing extra-large elastics)
- Supplied in the durable pole sleeve
- 9.0m - weight: 500g (700g including strike section)
- 10.5m - weight: 790g (990g including strike section)

**TORQUE® CARP MARGIN**
- At 4.5m it’s perfectly suited for margin fishing or a first taste of pole fishing
- Top kit comes complete with a side puller slot
- Progressive action to handle larger fish
- Super slim profile
- 4.5M - GPO066 £39.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
Matrix Horizon rods have gained an enviable reputation for quality, value for money and performance. For 2019 we’ve introduced the Aquos Ultra range which mirrors the actions of the Horizons, but at a lower price point. Our aim was to design a range of rods that over performed and the Aquos Ultra range certainly do that.
Horizon Carp Feeder rods have been specifically developed for modern commercial feeder and bomb fishing. Through extensive testing these rods have a unique playing action whilst retaining power through the butt section for improved casting performance. Available in 9ft, 10ft, 11ft & 12ft, this range will cover all your commercial feeder fishing requirements.

**HORIZON® CARP FEEDER**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two-piece rods designed to break down equally
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- Slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with three tips (1oz, 1.5oz, 2oz)
- Tips are interchangeable with Horizon XC & XS rods
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Available in 4 lengths: 9ft (2.7m), 10ft (3.0m), 11ft (3.3m) & 12ft (3.6m)

- **9FT - GRD106** £129.99
- **10FT - GRD107** £139.99
- **11FT - GRD108** £149.99
- **12FT - GRD109** £159.99

The Horizon Carp Waggler rod has been designed specifically for waggler fishing on commercials. Its slim blank and progressive action is capable of casting light insert wagglers through to distance pellet wagglers.

**HORIZON® CARP WAGGLER**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two-piece rod designed to break down equally
- Premium slim guides designed to enhance performance
- Slim progressive action rod blank
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Length: 11ft (3.3m)

- **11FT - GRD110** £129.99

**HORIZON® CARP CARBON FEEDER TIPS**
- 4 spare, high quality, carbon tips available
- Available in 0.5oz, 1oz, 1.5oz and 2oz

- **0.5oz - GRD121** £19.99
- **1oz - GRD122** £19.99
- **1.5oz - GRD123** £19.99
- **2oz - GRD124** £19.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
Horizon XS Slim Feeder rods are a unique range created for short to medium range feeder fishing. Incredibly slim and fast tapered blanks create the ultimate soft action rods, ideal for playing silver fish like skimmers, hybrids and roach. Retaining a quick action to the blank enables accurate casting with feeders up to 40g.

**HORIZON® XS SLIM FEEDER 3.3M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two-piece rod designed to break down equally
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- Super-slim, fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Soft action designed for silver fish
- Supplied with two tips (0.5oz, 1.0oz)
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- 3.3M - GRD103 £129.99

**HORIZON® XS SLIM FEEDER 3.5M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two-piece rod designed to break down equally
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- Super-slim, fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Soft action designed for silver fish
- Supplied with two tips (0.5oz, 1.0oz)
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- 3.5M - GRD104 £139.99

**HORIZON® XS SLIM FEEDER 3.7M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Three-piece rod designed to break down equally
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- Super-slim, fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Soft action designed for silver fish
- Supplied with two tips (0.5oz, 1.0oz)
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- 3.7M - GRD105 £149.99

**HORIZON® XS SLIM CARBON FEEDER TIPS**
- 4 spare, high quality, carbon tips available
- Available in 0.5oz, 1oz, 1.5oz and 2oz
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- 0.5oz - GRD121 £19.99
- 1oz - GRD122 £19.99
- 1.5oz - GRD123 £19.99
- 2oz - GRD124 £19.99
The Horizon XC Class Rods have gained a fantastic following as the go-to rod for bream and skimmer fishing. The forgiving action combined with the deceptive casting power makes them the rod of choice for many top anglers. For 2019 we’ve added to the range with the new 4m, 80g rod which bridges the gap perfectly between the XC and XD range.

**HORIZON® XC CLASS 3.6M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Two-piece design for ultimate casting and parabolic action
- Enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim-fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Designed for casting up to 60g
- Supplied with two tips (1oz, 1.5oz)
- Tips are interchangeable with Horizon Carp and XS rods
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Length: 3.6m
- 3.6M - GRD111 £159.99

**HORIZON® XC CLASS 3.8M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Three-piece design for progressive casting action
- Enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim-fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Designed for casting up to 70g
- Supplied with two tips (1.5oz, 2.0oz)
- Tips are interchangeable with Horizon Carp and XS rods
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Length: 3.8m
- 3.8M - GRD112 £169.99

**HORIZON® XC CLASS 4.0M**
- Ultra-high modulus carbon blank
- Three-piece design for progressive casting action
- Enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim-fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Designed for casting up to 80g
- Supplied with two tips (1.5oz, 2.0oz)
- Tips are interchangeable with Horizon Car & XS rods
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Length: 4.0m
- 4.0M - GRD131 £179.99

**HORIZON® XC SPARE TIPS**
- 4 spare, high quality, carbon tips available
- Available in 0.5oz, 1oz, 1.5oz and 2oz
- Premium guides designed to enhance performance
- 0.5oz - GRD121 £19.99
- 1oz - GRD122 £19.99
- 1.5oz - GRD123 £19.99
- 2oz - GRD124 £19.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
Long distance casting is certainly not a problem with the Horizon XD Class rods. Enlarged guides and high-grade carbon make for the perfect casting tool. The XD Rods will certainly enhance your casting and give you the confidence to push it to the limit.

**HORIZON® XD CLASS**
- 4 rods in the new Horizon XD Range
- Specifically designed for distance feeder fishing
- Casting weights up to 160g (4.5m)
- Ultra high modulus carbon blank
- Extended spigot joint for improved casting power
- Oversized guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Slim fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with two tips 2.5oz and 4oz
- Unique detailed weave print applied to sections
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- GRD113 Length 4.0m - Capable of casting up to 100g
- GRD114 Length 4.0m - Capable of casting up to 130g
- GRD115 Length 4.3m - Capable of casting up to 150g
- GRD116 Length 4.5m - Capable of casting up to 160g
  - 4.0M - GRD113 £169.99
  - 4.0M - GRD114 £179.99
  - 4.3M - GRD115 £189.99
  - 4.5M - GRD116 £199.99

**HORIZON® XD SPARE TIPS**
- 5 spare tip available in 1.5oz, 2.5oz, 3oz, 4oz and 5oz
- Full carbon tips
- Generous guides to aid casting
- 3.4mm diameter
- Compatible with the original Horizon 4m, 4.3m and 4.5m rods
  - 1.5oz - GRD126 £19.99
  - 2.5oz - GRD127 £19.99
  - 3oz - GRD128 £19.99
  - 4oz - GRD129 £19.99
  - 5oz - GRD130 £19.99
The Aquos Ultra rods have been based on the diverse Horizon range. We set out to design a range of rods to cover all styles of feeder and waggler fishing at an affordable price. We’re incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved and we feel they’re the best value rods available today.
Aquos Ultra-C Feeder rods have been specifically designed for modern commercial feeder & bomb fishing. This range has been developed to offer ultra slim blanks whilst retaining a crisp action. Available in 9ft, 10ft, 11ft & 12ft, this range will cover all your commercial feeder fishing requirements.

**Aquos Ultra-C Feeder**
- Available in four lengths: 9ft, 10ft, 11ft & 12ft
- Designed for modern feeder fishing
- Two-piece rods designed to break down equally
- High modulus carbon blank
- Quality guides designed to enhance performance
- Supplied with two carbon tips (1oz, 1.5oz)
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Super-slim quick action rod blank

**AQUOS ULTRA-C 9FT / UNIFEEDER GRD132 £49.99**
**AQUOS ULTRA-C 10FT / UNIFEEDER GRD133 £54.99**
**AQUOS ULTRA-C 11FT / UNIFEEDER GRD134 £59.99**
**AQUOS ULTRA-C 12FT / UNIFEEDER GRD135 £64.99**

**Aquos Ultra-C Waggler rod** has been designed specifically for waggler fishing on commercials. It’s ultra slim blank and progressive action is perfect for all commercial float fishing.

**Aquos Ultra-C Waggler**
- Designed for waggler fishing on commercials
- Two-piece rods designed to break down equally
- High modulus carbon blank
- Quality guides designed to enhance performance
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Super-slim progressive action rod blank

**AQUOS ULTRA-C 11FT WAGGLER GRD136 £49.99**
Aquos Ultra-X Feeder rods have been developed to cover all traditional feeder fishing tactics. The Ultra-X range features super-slim, quick action blanks with enlarged guides, that are capable of casting 60 - 70m accurately. Perfect for fishing natural venues for skimmers & bream.

**AQUOS ULTRA-X FEEDER**
- Two-piece rods designed to break down equally
- Available in two lengths: 11ft - 50g & 11.8ft - 70g
- High modulus carbon blank
- Enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- Super-slim, quick action rod blank
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Supplied with two carbon tips (1oz, 1.5oz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11FT</td>
<td>GRD137</td>
<td>£59.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.8FT</td>
<td>GRD138</td>
<td>£69.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AQUOS ULTRA-X RODS / AQUOS ULTRA-D RODS**

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)

**AQUOS ULTRA-CX SPARE CARBON TIPS**
- Fits Ultra-C & Ultra-X Feeder rods
- 2.8mm carbon tips available in 1oz, 1.5oz and 2oz
- 1oz - GRD142 £15.99
- 1.5oz - GRD143 £15.99
- 2oz - GRD144 £15.99
Aquos Ultra-D rods have been developed to offer ultimate casting performance. Super-fast tapered blanks combined with ultra-quick actions give this range the power they require when fishing at distance. This range is ideal when fishing large feeders on powerful rivers, or casting extreme distances.

**AQUOS ULTRA-D FEEDER**
- Designed for feeder fishing at distance or on powerful rivers
- Available in three lengths: 11.8ft-90g, 12.8ft-120g & 14ft-150g
- Three-piece rods designed to break down equally
- High modulus carbon blank
- Super enlarged guides designed to enhance casting performance
- High grade cork and EVA composite handle
- Fast tapered, quick action rod blank
- Supplied with two carbon tips (1.5oz, 2.5oz)
- 11.8FT - GRD139 £69.99
- 12.8FT - GRD140 £79.99
- 14FT - GRD141 £89.99

**AQUOS ULTRA-D SPARE CARBON TIPS**
- Fits Ultra-D Feeder rods
- 3.4mm carbon tips available in 1.5oz, 2.5oz and 3.5oz
- 1.5oz - GRD145 £15.99
- 2.5oz - GRD146 £15.99
- 3.5oz - GRD147 £15.99
Developed with a super lightweight construction combined with ultimate winding power. The new Horizon X reels use a carbon reinforced body which creates a rigid casing, minimising flex whilst keeping weight as low as possible. Extensive testing has helped to develop the multi-disc front drag system, combined with the sealed bearings this offers ultra-smooth performance. Each sized reel has been specifically developed so the body, rotor and handle are balance, whilst all sizes feature a slightly enlarged spool which enhances casting and minimises line bedding. Available in three sizes: 3000, 4000, 5000.

### Horizon X Reels
- Available in three sizes: 3000, 4000 & 5000
- Provided with single and double handles
- Developed for float and feeder fishing
- Carbon anti-flex body for ultimate performance
- Advanced bail arm shape for quicker line pick up
- Multi-disc front drag for ultra-smooth performance
- Rotor brake to prevent moving when casting
- 5 + 1 stainless steel ball bearings

#### Horizon X 3000
- Gear Ratio: 5.1:1
- Retrieve per Handle Turn: 83cm
- Capacity ø: 0.28mm
- Weight: 255g

#### Horizon X 4000
- Gear Ratio: 4.9:1
- Retrieve per Handle Turn: 90cm
- Capacity ø: 0.28mm
- Weight: 378g

#### Horizon X 5000
- Gear Ratio: 4.6:1
- Retrieve per Handle Turn: 94cm
- Capacity ø: 0.28mm
- Weight: 451g

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices):
- Horizon X 3000 - GRL018 £79.99
- Horizon X 4000 - GRL019 £89.99
- Horizon X 5000 - GRL020 £99.99
- X 3000 Spare Spool - GRL021 £14.99
- X 4000 Spare Spool - GRL022 £15.99
- X 5000 Spare Spool - GRL023 £16.99
The Aquos Ultra reels were designed to provide fantastic performance at great value and we feel we’ve certainly delivered. Packed full of all the features you’d expect, these reels are sure to be very popular with all float and feeder anglers.

**AQUOS ULTRA REELS**

- Developed for feeder and float fishing
- Super lightweight compact body
- Multi-disc front drag for ultra-smooth performance
- Advanced bail arm shape for quicker line pick-up
- 7+1 stainless steel ball bearings
- AQUOS ULTRA 3000 - GRL014 £49.99
- AQUOS ULTRA 4000 - GRL015 £54.99
- 3000 SPARE SPOOL - GRL016 £11.99
- 4000 SPARE SPOOL - GRL017 £12.99

**HORIZON® 6000**

- 5 stainless steel ball bearings
- 4.6:1 Gear ratio
- Mesh-Tech Gearing system
- Micro Line Lay Adjustment
- Twist Free Roller
- Front Clutch and Grit Guard
- Anti Backlash System
- Rotor Line Guard
- Oversized spool
- Slow line oscillation
- Designed for long distance fishing
- GRL013 £119.99
Nets
The range of Matrix nets have been designed to cover any style of fishing you enjoy from rivers and canals to fish filled commercials. The Matrix keepnets have gained quite a following thanks to their durability and quality. The landing net range is incredibly diverse and covers every aspect required by the modern angler.

**COMPACT KEEPNET 2.5M**
- Compact design for use with multiple nets or silverfish
- Strong ‘fish safe’ carp mesh
- Heavy duty polycarbonate rings
- Full anti-abrasion protection on each ring
- Duel position angle connection
- Width: 50cm x 40cm
- 100% Polyester
- GLN052 £49.99

**Carp Keepnet 3M & 4M**
- Strong ‘fish safe’ carp mesh
- Heavy duty polycarbonate rings
- Full anti-abrasion protection on each ring
- Duel position angle connection
- Width: 50cm x 40cm
- Available in 2 sizes: 3m & 4m
- 100% Polyester
- 3M - GLN054 £54.99
- 4M - GLN055 £64.99

**River Keepnet 4M**
- Strong 6mm ‘flow-through’ mesh
- Heavy duty polycarbonate rings
- Full anti-abrasion protection on each ring
- Duel position angle connection
- Width: 50cm x 40cm
- 100% Polyester
- GLN053 £64.99

**Silver Landing Net**
- ‘Fish safe’ soft mesh
- Larger mesh panel for faster netting
- Strong frame and spreader block
- 100% Polyester
- Available in 2 sizes
- 45CM X 35CM - GLN048 £11.99
- 50CM X 40CM - GLN049 £12.99

**Carp Landing Net**
- ‘Fish safe’ soft mesh
- Strong frame and spreader block
- Easy scoop design
- 100% Polyester
- Available in 2 sizes
- 50CM X 40CM - GLN044 £11.99
- 55CM X 45CM - GLN045 £12.99
HANDLES

Designed to cope with the extreme pressures of modern commercial carp fishing, these power handles have been developed to tackle huge weights where confidence in your tackle is a must; all this whilst keeping the handles ultra-rigid to aid scooping and accurate netting of fish. Available in two lengths: 3m and 4m.

AQUOS® POWER LANDING NET HANDLES
- Constructed from ultra-strong carbon
- X-strong construction
- Nickel coated brass threads
- Unique printed rubber handle grip
- Dual thread system on 4m handle
- 4m Handle can be used at 2.8m or 4m
- Supplied in plastic tube
- 3M - GLN058 £59.99
- 4M - GLN059 £69.99

HORIZON® X CLASS LANDING NET HANDLES
- Constructed from ultra strong high-modulus carbon
- Super lightweight
- Nickel coated brass threads
- Unique printed rubber handle grip
- Dual thread system
- 4m Handle can be used at 2.8m or 4m
- 5.5m Handle can be used at 2.8m, 4m or 5.5m
- Supplied in plastic tube
- 4M - GLN056 £119.99
- 5.5M - GLN057 £139.99

SUPA LITE FREEFLOW® NET
- ‘Free-flow’ anti-snag mesh
- Lightweight frame
- Strong spreader block
- Quick drying
- Ideal for use with barbed hooks
- 100% Polyethylene
- 45CM X 35CM - GLN042 £11.99
- 50CM X 40CM - GLN043 £12.99

FINE MESH LANDING NET
- Ultra-fine ‘fish safe’ mesh
- Lightweight frame
- Strong spreader block
- Perfect for hair rigs and bait bands
- 100% Polyester
- Available in 2 sizes
- 45CM X 35CM - GLN050 £11.99
- 50CM X 40CM - GLN051 £12.99

RUBBER LANDING NET
- ‘Fish safe’ rubber mesh
- Strong frame and spreader block
- Quick drying
- 100% Polyester
- Available in 2 sizes
- 50CM X 40CM - GLN046 £13.99
- 55CM X 45CM - GLN047 £14.99
The range of Ethos Pro Luggage continuous to grow every year and with more new additions for 2019, such as the 2 Rod Compact Case and Hooklength Cases, it’s certainly comprehensive. Quality and durability have always been our main focus with Ethos Pro Luggage and this remains evident with every new addition to The Ethos Pro family.
**ETHOS® PRO LUGGAGE**

**ETHOS® PRO ROD COMPACT CASES**
- Available in 2 sizes: 4 Rod Case and the newly added 2 Rod case
- Ample space to carry 2 ready-made rods (2 Rod Case) and 4 ready-made rods (4 Rod Case)
- Ultra-stiff PE board outer protective shell
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- 2x Distance Measuring Sticks included
- Padded fixed internal divider
- Internal Velcro rod straps to securely fix rods in position
- Adjustable padded shoulder strap and carry handle
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining 100% Polyester
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

**Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)**

- 4 ROD - 175 x 17 x 20CM - GLU092 £74.99
- 4 ROD - 195 x 17 x 20CM - GLU093 £84.99
- 2 ROD - 175 x 17 x 10CM - GLU097 £54.99
- 2 ROD - 195 x 17 x 10CM - GLU098 £59.99

**ETHOS® PRO ROD STIFF HOLDALLS**
- Available in 2 sizes: 2 Rod Holdall and 4 Rod Holdall
- Will comfortably carry 2 ready-made rods (2 Rod Holdall) and 4 ready-made rods (4 Rod Holdall)
- Built in protective stiff outer shell
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- 2 Distance Measuring Sticks included
- Internal pocket for Distance Measuring Sticks
- Full length zip
- Velcro internal straps to hold rods securely
- Adjustable padded shoulder strap and carry handle
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 90% Polyethylene, 10% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

**NEW SIZE**

**Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)**

- 4 ROD - 175 x 17 x 10CM - GLU097 £54.99
- 4 ROD - 195 x 17 x 10CM - GLU098 £59.99
- 2 ROD - 175 x 17 x 20CM - GLU088 £64.99
- 2 ROD - 175 x 17 x 20CM - GLU087 £54.99
- 4 ROD - 195 x 34 x 22CM - GLU084 £94.99
- 4 ROD - 175 x 34 x 22CM - GLU085 £84.99
- 2 ROD - 175 x 17 x 20CM - GLU086 £64.99
- 2 ROD - 175 x 17 x 20CM - GLU087 £54.99
**ETHOS® PRO ROD HOLDALLS**

- Traditional type rod holdall with a flat profile which makes it ideal for using with a transport system
- Large Holdall 10 tubes and Medium Holdall 8 tubes
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- 2 Distance Measuring Sticks included
- Two external pockets for brolly, bank sticks, feeder arms and Distance Measuring Sticks
- Long zips for easy access to all pockets
- Adjustable padded shoulder strap and carry handle
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 85% Polyethylene, 15% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

**ETHOS® PRO 4 ROD RUCK SLEEVE**

- Will comfortably carry 4 ready-made rods
- Features S.M.S (Smart Mark System)
- 2 Distance Measuring Sticks included
- Outer pocket for Distance Measuring Sticks
- Velcro internal straps to hold rods securely
- Full length zip
- Carry handle
- Double adjustable padded shoulder straps so the holdall can be carried like a rucksack
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding Filling: 100% Polyethylene
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

**SMART MARK DISTANCE STRAP**

The Ethos® Pro Holdalls feature the ‘Smart Mark Distance Strap’ on its side and comes supplied with two Distance Measuring Sticks.

- 195 x 30 x 30CM - GLU071 £64.99
- 195 x 30 x 38CM - GLU072 £74.99
- 185 x 48 x 22CM - GLU070 £94.99
ETHOS® PRO DOUBLE ROLLER BAG

- Refined, slim folding design opens into two, equal storage compartments
- Developed so that each compartment can house 2 XL pole rollers
- Ideal for storing larger items: feeder arms, accessory bars or long seatbox legs
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 55% Polyester, 45% PVC
- Padding / Filling: 95% Polyethylene, 5% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
- GLU091 £49.99

ETHOS® PRO JUMBO ROLLER & ACCESSORY BAG

- Huge capacity bag for large pole rollers, roosts, pole rests and large seatbox accessories
- Hard protective base for increased durability
- All components securely clip together
- Carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 55% Polyester and 45% PVC
- Padding / Filling: 95% Polyethylene, 5% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
- GLU078 £84.99

ETHOS® PRO TACKLE & BAIT CARRYALL

- Fully thermal lined to keep your bait in perfect condition in summer and winter
- 2 outer pockets with zips
- Larger than standard bait bag and designed for carrying large amounts of bait plus meat cutters and pellet pumps
- Carry handle and adjustable carry strap
- Hard base for increased durability
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% polyethylene terephthalate
- Padding / Filling: 60% Polyethylene, 40% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate Copo (EVA)
- GLU073 £49.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**ETHOS® PRO NET & ACCESSORY BAG**

- Two main compartments for storing box accessories, tackle and items of bait
- Outer zip compartment for nets, riddles and side trays
- Additional keepnet pocket with drain holes
- Hard protective base for increased durability
- Carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap
- All components securely clip together
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 60% Polyethylene, 40% Polyurethane
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
- GLU074 £64.99

---

**ETHOS® PRO CARRYALL 55L & 65L**

- Classic match carryall design
- Main compartment for storing box accessories, tackle and items of bait
- Outer zip compartment for nets, riddles and side trays
- 2 side pockets for additional storage
- Additional keepnet pocket with drain holes
- Hard protective base for increased durability
- Carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 60% Polyethylene, 40% Polyurethane
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
- 55L - GLU075 £54.99
- 65L - GLU076 £64.99

---

**ETHOS® PRO BAIT BAG**

- Fully thermal lined to keep your bait in perfect condition in summer and winter
- Additional external pocket
- Carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap
- Hard protective base for increased durability
- Accommodates 8x 3.3 pint bait tubs comfortably
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester
- Lining: 60% Polyethylene terephthalate 40% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 55% Polyethylene, 45% Polyurethane
- Base: 100% Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
- GLU077 £39.99
ETHOS® PRO EVA SINGLE NET BAG
• 100% waterproof
• Ultra-durable EVA material
• Heat sealed seams to prevent leaking
• Designed to hold a single keepnet plus landing nets
• Compact shape for easy transportation
• Adjustable carry strap
• GLU094 £34.99

ETHOS® PRO EVA TRIPLE NET BAG
• 100% waterproof
• Ultra-durable EVA material
• Heat sealed seams to prevent leaking
• Designed to hold 3 keepnets plus landing nets
• Compact shape for easy transportation
• Adjustable carry strap
• GLU089 £39.99

ETHOS® PRO FEEDER TIP HARDCASE
• Hard construction for tip protection
• Zip opening for easy access
• Will hold tips up to 80cm
• Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: Outer fabric: 100% Polyester
• Padding / Filling: 100% Polyethylene
• 84 x 8 x 4CM • GLU088 £15.99
**ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY BAGS**
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- Available in 2 sizes
- SMALL - 16 x 13 x 8CM - GLU080 £9.99
- MEDIUM - 30 x 13 x 8CM - GLU081 £11.99

**ETHOS® PRO ACCESSORY HARDCASE BAG**
- Designed for storing accessories and feeders
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handle
- Solid removable insert included
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- 24 x 16 x 11CM - GLU082 £15.99

**ETHOS® PRO CATAPULT CASE**
- Specifically designed for storing catapults
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Clear lid for easy identification
- EVA carry handle
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main Fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 95% Polyethylene, 5% Polyurethane
- 23 x 18 x 12CM - GLU090 £9.99

**ETHOS® PRO HOOKLENGTH CASES**
- Available in two sizes Small & Large
- Designed to hold 3 Matrix HLR Rig Cases
- Clear PVC lid allows for easy internal recognition
- Eva carry handle
- Constructed from 800D ultra durable PVC backed Polyester
- Outer fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining 100% Polyester
- Base: 100% Polvynil chloride (PVC)
- SMALL - GLU095 £9.99
- LARGE - GLU096 £11.99

**ETHOS® PRO FEEDER CASE LARGE**
- Designed to carry quantities of feeders or accessories
- Clear top for easy identification of contents
- EVA carry handles
- 2 large 'Stack & Store' boxes included
- Reinforced base for durability
- Lid: 100% PVC, Main fabric: 100% Polyester, Lining: 100% Polyester
- Padding / Filling: 100% Polyurethane
- 39 x 25 x 19CM - GLU083 £31.99
**ETHOS® PRO EVA GROUNDBAIT BOWLS**

- Waterproof EVA material
- Available in 2 sizes: 5L & 10L
- Fully sealed to prevent live baits escaping
- Rigid top ring
- 100% EVA
- 5L - GLU063 £8.99
- 10L - GLU064 £10.99

**ETHOS® PRO EVA GROUNDBAIT BOWLS WITH HANDLES & LIDS**

- Waterproof EVA material
- Available in 3 sizes: 10L, 17L & 20L
- Fully sealed to prevent live baits escaping
- Zip lid for safe storage of bait
- EVA carry handles
- 100% EVA
- 10L - GLU065 £15.99
- 17L - GLU066 £16.99
- 20L - GLU067 £17.99

**ETHOS® PRO EVA BOX TRAY SET**

- Waterproof EVA material
- Supplied with 4 EVA Bait tubs: 1pt, 2pt, 3pt & 7pt
- Clear top for easy identification of baits
- Carry handle
- Zip top to prevent spillage
- Fits inside the rigid side tray
- 100% EVA
- GLU069 £31.99

**HAND TOWEL**

- Stylish and practical, the new Matrix Towel is a great addition to the range
- Bold Matrix branded hand towel
- Woven from 100% cotton
- 130gsm weight
- 700mm x 400mm
- GAC398 £9.99
ETHOS® PRO COLLAPSIBLE WATER BUCKET

• Welded PVC construction
• Collapsible design for easy storage
• Rigid top ring
• 4.5L capacity
• Removable 1.6m drop cord with clip to aid filling

• Approximate dimensions: 16.5cm diameter, 23cm high
• Perfect for fish care, cleaning hands, mixing groundbait and multiple other uses
• GLU061 £7.99

GREY / LIME BAIT BOXES

• Breathable lid for keeping live baits fresh
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 3 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt
  • 1.1PT - GBT013 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT014 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT015 £2.75

GREY / LIME SOLID TOP BAIT BOXES

• Solid top for keeping liquid, in or out
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 4 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt, 1ltr Compact
  • 1.1PT - GBT016 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT017 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT018 £2.75
  • 1LTR - GBT019 £2.49

BAIT BOX MEASURE 5 PIECE SET

• Designed for international rules where bait limits apply
• Larger tubs have a secondary, smaller removable lid so they can be used as a ‘Colditz’ type bait box
• Perforated lids allow bait to breathe
• Comprises - 1L, 1/4L, 1/3L, 1/2L and 1/8L
• GBT008 £9.99

LIME BUCKET SET INC. TRAY AND RIDDLE

• Large 20L Capacity bucket with lid
• Carry handle
• Inner plastic groundbait bowl
• Groundbait riddle
• GBT020 £34.99

GREY / LIME BAIT BOXES

• Breathable lid for keeping live baits fresh
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 3 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt
  • 1.1PT - GBT013 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT014 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT015 £2.75

GREY / LIME SOLID TOP BAIT BOXES

• Solid top for keeping liquid, in or out
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 4 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt, 1ltr Compact
  • 1.1PT - GBT016 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT017 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT018 £2.75
  • 1LTR - GBT019 £2.49

BAIT BOX MEASURE 5 PIECE SET

• Designed for international rules where bait limits apply
• Larger tubs have a secondary, smaller removable lid so they can be used as a ‘Colditz’ type bait box
• Perforated lids allow bait to breathe
• Comprises - 1L, 1/4L, 1/3L, 1/2L and 1/8L
• GBT008 £9.99

LIME BUCKET SET INC. TRAY AND RIDDLE

• Large 20L Capacity bucket with lid
• Carry handle
• Inner plastic groundbait bowl
• Groundbait riddle
• GBT020 £34.99

GREY / LIME BAIT BOXES

• Breathable lid for keeping live baits fresh
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 3 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt
  • 1.1PT - GBT013 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT014 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT015 £2.75

GREY / LIME SOLID TOP BAIT BOXES

• Solid top for keeping liquid, in or out
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 4 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt, 1ltr Compact
  • 1.1PT - GBT016 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT017 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT018 £2.75
  • 1LTR - GBT019 £2.49

BAIT BOX MEASURE 5 PIECE SET

• Designed for international rules where bait limits apply
• Larger tubs have a secondary, smaller removable lid so they can be used as a ‘Colditz’ type bait box
• Perforated lids allow bait to breathe
• Comprises - 1L, 1/4L, 1/3L, 1/2L and 1/8L
• GBT008 £9.99

LIME BUCKET SET INC. TRAY AND RIDDLE

• Large 20L Capacity bucket with lid
• Carry handle
• Inner plastic groundbait bowl
• Groundbait riddle
• GBT020 £34.99

GREY / LIME BAIT BOXES

• Breathable lid for keeping live baits fresh
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 3 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt
  • 1.1PT - GBT013 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT014 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT015 £2.75

GREY / LIME SOLID TOP BAIT BOXES

• Solid top for keeping liquid, in or out
• Semi-translucent lids for quick identification of contents
• Shockproof plastic
• Rubber sealed lid for a perfect fit
• Available in 4 sizes: 1.1pt, 2.2pt, 3.3pt, 1ltr Compact
  • 1.1PT - GBT016 £2.25
  • 2.2PT - GBT017 £2.49
  • 3.3PT - GBT018 £2.75
  • 1LTR - GBT019 £2.49

BAIT BOX MEASURE 5 PIECE SET

• Designed for international rules where bait limits apply
• Larger tubs have a secondary, smaller removable lid so they can be used as a ‘Colditz’ type bait box
• Perforated lids allow bait to breathe
• Comprises - 1L, 1/4L, 1/3L, 1/2L and 1/8L
• GBT008 £9.99

LIME BUCKET SET INC. TRAY AND RIDDLE

• Large 20L Capacity bucket with lid
• Carry handle
• Inner plastic groundbait bowl
• Groundbait riddle
• GBT020 £34.99
CLOTHING

The RS20k Jacket has been designed to give the manoeuvrability needed for the modern angler, whilst still providing total protection in the wettest conditions. The 20k waterproof rating, fully taped seams and sealed zips give you the confidence to fish on, whatever the weather.

HYDRO RS20K JACKET

- 20,000mm water resistant
- 5,000g/m2 breathable
- YKK waterproof front zip with internal storm flap and tricot-lined chin section
- Water repellent PU-coated rip stop reinforced nylon outer fabric
- Polyester lining
- Fully adjustable wired-peak hood
- Double exit hem draw cord
- Neoprene snug cuffs
- YKK zips throughout
- Internal zipped security pocket
- Part elasticated cuffs with Velcro® adjusters
- Available sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £109.99

The RS20k Trousers and Salopettes have been reinforced in areas of high abrasion using a heavyweight Oxford nylon fabric. The 20k waterproof rating and fully taped seams give you all the protection you need to keep you dry in any downpour.

HYDRO RS20K TROUSERS

- 20,000mm water resistant
- 5,000g/m2 breathable
- Reinforced high abrasion knee and seat panels
- Elasticated waist with adjustable draw cords
- YKK waterproof zipped pockets
- Water repellent PU coated ripstop reinforced nylon outer fabric
- Boot access knee-length waterproof YKK zips
- Velcro® ankle adjuster straps
- Available in sizes S, M, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £89.99

HYDRO RS20K SALOPETTES

- 20,000mm water resistant
- 5,000g/m2 breathable
- Reinforced high abrasion knee and seat panels
- YKK waterproof two-way front zip
- Water repellent PU-coated ripstop reinforced nylon outer fabric
- Waterproof YKK zipped hand pockets
- Adjustable branded shoulder straps
- Part-elasticated waist
- Boot access knee-length waterproof YKK zips
- Velcro® ankle adjuster straps
- Available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £109.99

CLOTHING

All Matrix Clothing has been designed with the help of our consultants enabling us to tailor every garment to “The Modern Angler’s” needs. The design, coupled with the use of the very best fabrics and manufacturing techniques have resulted in clothing that you can trust will perform in the most challenging of weather conditions.
We set out to design an affordable winter suit that would not only keep you warm and dry, but also look stylish and provide comfort when fishing for long periods of time. The Matrix Winter Suit fits this criteria perfectly.

**WINTER SUIT**
- Waterproof PU-coating 5000mm Waterproof, 3000gsm/24hr Breathable
- Outer: 100% Nylon
- Thermal Insulation: 100% Polyester
- Lining: 100% Polyester
- Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £149.99

**JACKET**
- Micro fleece-lined removable hood with hook and loop fastening high chin baffle and adjustable bungee-cords
- Internal zipped chest pocket
- Micro fleece lined collar
- Full length zip baffles
- 2-way main zip
- Zipped, micro fleece-lined hand pockets
- Adjustable bungee cords in hem
- Hook and loop adjustable cuffs with branded rubber pull tabs
- Neoprene inner snug cuffs with thumb hole
- Thermally Insulated

**SALOPETTES**
- Branded elasticated shoulder straps with quick release buckles
- Elasticated waist panels
- Zipped hand pockets
- 2-way main zip
- Micro fleece-lined from knee area upwards
- Thermally Insulated
- Pleated knees
- Boot zips
- Hook and loop adjustable ankle straps with branded rubber pull tabs
The Matrix Wind Blocker Fleece has been designed to offer the ultimate protection against strong wind and light rain. Developed using high quality fabrics specifically manufactured for the outdoor sports market. The fleece has been tailored to meet modern match fishing requirements with enlarged waterproof neoprene cuffs and structured removable hood.

**WIND BLOCKER FLEECE**
- Wind and water resistant, soft fleece-backed fabric
- Enlarged scuba grade neoprene cuffs
- Structured removable hood
- Two zip entry main pockets plus phone pocket
- Elasticated drawstring bottom hem
- Available in: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £74.99

Developed as a lightweight, soft shell jacket to offer great protection against light wind and rain. Designed using high quality fabrics specifically manufactured for the outdoor sports market.

**SOFT SHELL FLEECE**
- Wind and water resistant soft-shell fabric
- Enlarged ultra-durable polyester cuffs
- Two zip entry main pockets plus phone pocket
- Structured hood with elasticated drawstring adjustment
- Elasticated drawstring bottom hem
- Available in: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
- £59.99
WATERPROOF MID BOOTS
• Ultra-hardwearing soles
• Fully waterproof
• Extensively tested to ensure fabric durability
• Padded ankle support
• Reinforced toe section
• Reinforced rear kick plate for easy removal
• Available in sizes 7-12 UK (41-46 EU)
• £59.99

Two pairs of sunglasses designed to not only protect your eyes from harmful UV rays, but also to help you catch more fish. Ideal for cruising fish or seeing your float on bright days.

POLARISED SUNGLASSES
• Grey tinted lenses ideal for a variety of light conditions
• Perfect for spotting cruising fish
• Minimises surface glare and helps protect against harmful UV rays
• Lightweight durable frames with TPR moulded grips to prevent movement
• Available in two stylish designs
• Micro-fibre cleaning cloth provided
• Supplied in a EVA protective hard case
• TAC polarised impact resistant lenses
• UV400 Protection
• CE verified CAT 3 Lenses
• BLACK WRAP - GSN001 - £16.99
• BLACK CASUAL - GSN002 - £16.99

GREY / LIME SUREFIT VISOR
• 53% Rayon, 43% Cotton, 4% Other Fibres
• GPR146 £13.99

GREY THINSULATE™ BEANIE
• 100% Acrylic
• GPR151 £11.99

GREY / BLACK BOBBLE HAT
• 100% Acrylic
• GPR152 £11.99
Over the past 12 months Matrix Accessories have certainly grabbed people’s attention. The launch of the ground breaking SLIK elastic had the whole industry talking as did the new additions to our feeder range. The Bell Feeders started the ball rolling with their unique design and manufacturing process which was then used in the development of the new Horizon XD Feeders. On top of that, the updates to our commercial feeders saw the introduction of two new alloy models regarded by many as the best on the market. There’s plenty to get excited about over the coming pages!
Our best ever Method feeders! Available in a range of sizes and weights, the range will cover all of your Method feeder needs. They’re packed with features, including a new interchangeable system, removable plinth and a newly designed Quick Bead.

**ALLOY METHOD FEEDERS**
- Available in 6 sizes: Small 15g & 25g, Medium 30g & 40g, Large 30g & 45g
- New Feeder Quick Bead provided
- Features new interchangeable system and removable plinth
- Fully injected alloy for enhanced weight distribution
- Ultra-low profile design
- Compatible with Matrix Method Moulds
- Weight forward design to aid casting accuracy
- Elasticated tubes available separately

**SMALL**
- 15G - GFR175 £2.75
- 25G - GFR176 £2.75

**MEDIUM**
- 30G - GFR177 £2.75
- 40G - GFR178 £2.75

**LARGE**
- 30G - GFR179 £2.75
- 45G - GFR180 £2.75

The new Open Method Feeders have been packed full of fish catching features and have evolved from our original Evolution Open Method Feeders. The weight forward design makes the larger size perfect for distance casting, while the small is perfect for winter fishing when a minimal amount of feed is required.

**ALLOY OPEN METHOD FEEDERS**
- Available in 6 sizes: Small 15g & 25g, Medium 30g & 40g, Large 30g & 45g
- New feeder Quick Bead provided
- Features new interchangeable system
- Fully injected alloy for enhanced weight distribution
- Designed to enable quick and easy bait application
- Weight forward design to aid casting accuracy
- Raised front to protect bait from releasing on impact
- Elasticated tubes available separately

**SMALL**
- 15G - GFR181 £2.75
- 25G - GFR182 £2.75

**MEDIUM**
- 30G - GFR183 £2.75
- 40G - GFR184 £2.75

**LARGE**
- 30G - GFR185 £2.75
- 45G - GFR186 £2.75

The elasticated tubes have been designed to be used in conjunction with the Matrix Method Feeders and Open Method Feeders. The interchangeable system allows the feeders to be changed with ease, without removing the Elasticated Tube.

**ELASTICATED FEEDER TUBES**
- Developed to work in conjunction with the new interchangeable system
- Available in 2 sizes medium & large
- Assembled using high quality hollow elastic
- Designed to eliminate hook pulls
- Coated O-rings to prevent corrosion
- 2 tubes per pack
- MEDIUM - GFR187 £2.49
- LARGE - GFR188 £2.49
**SQUEEZE AND FEED METHOD MOULD**

The Squeeze and Feed Method Moulds are available in three sizes and are designed to work with all of the Evolution Method Feeders (both In-Line and Elasticated). We have designed the moulds to be deeper than other versions on the market, which allows you to use more bait on the feeder should you want to. This extra depth also provides more movement, for solid compression when loading a feeder. The mould couldn’t be easier to use and works perfectly with both groundbait and softened pellets. Simply place your hookbait into the mould and then fill it with the groundbait or damp pellets of your choice. Push the feeder face down into the mould, turn the mould over and squeeze both sides. The Method feeder will release from the mould perfectly loaded, with the hookbait on top and ready for casting.

**METHOD FEEDER MOULD**

- For use with all Matrix Method Feeders
- Also works with many other flat Method Feeders
- Deep design lets you load up the Method Feeder with more bait than normal moulds if you want
- Soft malleable material for easy release of feeder
- Available in 3 sizes
  - SMALL - GFR123 £3.25
  - MEDIUM - GFR050 £3.49
  - LARGE - GFR061 £3.99

**HOW TO LOAD A METHOD FEEDER**

1. Place your chosen hookbait into the bottom of the Squeeze and Feed mould.
2. Add your chosen groundbait and/or dampened pellets into the mould.
3. Fill the mould to the top and push your feeder face down into the free feed.
4. Turn the mould upside down, give the sides a squeeze and you’re ready for action!

**EVOLUTION® IN-LINE MK2 PELLET FEEDER**

- Totally in-line and fish friendly
- Feature unique Evolution quick change design
- Open scoop cut back at the correct angle to release pellets easily
- Reduces the number of liners and small fish activity
- Available in small and medium

**SMALL**

- 15G - GFR151 £1.99
- 25G - GFR152 £1.99

**MEDIUM**

- 25G - GFR153 £1.99
- 35G - GFR154 £1.99
- 45G - GFR155 £1.99
DOMED CAGE FEEDER
• Perfect for carrying a lot of particles, including chopped worm and caster
• Stiff, swivelled link to prevent tangles
• Free-flow dome for rapid release of bait
• Ideal for feeding large amounts of particles
• Can be quickly and efficiently filled one-handed

OPEN END FEEDERS
• Made from tough tinted plastic
• Available in three sizes with weights up to 60g
• Built in swivel to reduce tangles

STAINLESS STEEL CAGE FEEDERS
• Made from tough 6mm stainless steel mesh
• Built in swivel to reduce tangles
• Available in four sizes with weights up to 80g

WIRE CAGE FEEDERS
• Made from 4mm wire mesh
• Available in four sizes with weights up to 80g
• Built in swivel to reduce tangles

FINNED FEEDERS
• Fin design creates slower fall through water
• Rises up in the water more quickly on the retrieve
• Made from tough tinted plastic
• Available in three sizes with weights up to 60g
• Built in swivel to reduce tangles

BELL FEEDER
• Available in four sizes: Small 17g & 24g, Medium 30g & 40g
• Dual mould to create an ultra-aerodynamic shape, smooth retrieve and perfect bait release
• Unique weight forward design to enhance casting accuracy
• Top mounted swivel to reduce tangles
• Ideal for feeding large amounts of particles with minimal groundbait

FEEDERS
Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**HORIZON® FEEDERS**
- Designed for long range fishing
- Weight forward design for distance and stability in the air
- Stainless steel black mesh
- Available in three sizes up to 80g

**SMALL**
- 20G - GFR062 £2.30
- 30G - GFR063 £2.30
- 40G - GFR064 £2.30
- 50G - GFR065 £2.30
- 60G - GFR066 £2.50
- 80G - GFR067 £2.50

**MEDIUM**
- 30G - GFR069 £2.30
- 40G - GFR070 £2.30
- 50G - GFR071 £2.30
- 60G - GFR072 £2.50
- 80G - GFR073 £2.50

**LARGE**
- 40G - GFR107 £2.50
- 60G - GFR108 £2.50
- 80G - GFR109 £2.50

**HORIZON® XD FEEDER**
- Dual moulded design to create ultra-aerodynamic shape
- Unique multi grooved tapered nose
- Weight forward design to enhance casting accuracy
- Enlarged holes at the base to aid bait release
- Extra rigid material used for feeder loop
- Trans-khaki plastic colour for discreet look

**SMALL**
- 20G - GFR189 £2.75
- 30G - GFR190 £2.75
- 40G - GFR191 £2.75

**MEDIUM**
- 30G - GFR192 £2.75
- 40G - GFR193 £2.75
- 50G - GFR194 £2.75

**MINI SWIVEL CAGE FEEDER**
- Small size ideal for both natural waters or commercials
- Swivelled stiff link prevents tangles
- Available in three weights: 18g, 23g, 30g

**MINI**
- 18G - GFR165 £1.99
- 23G - GFR166 £1.99
- 30G - GFR167 £1.99

**SMALL**
- 20G - GFR080 £1.99
- 30G - GFR081 £1.99
- 40G - GFR082 £1.99

**IN-LINE CAGE FEEDER**
- Allows you to keep feed to a minimum
- Perfect for use in winter months
- Great for large particle baits like sweetcorn
- Gives you the option of fishing with larger hookbaits than you would with a Method Feeder

**MINI**
- 18G - GFR141 £1.99
- 23G - GFR142 £1.99
- 30G - GFR143 £1.99

**SMALL**
- 20G - GFR077 £1.99
- 30G - GFR078 £1.99
- 40G - GFR079 £1.99

**MEDIUM**
- 20G - GFR080 £1.99
- 30G - GFR081 £1.99
- 40G - GFR082 £1.99

**BOTTLE BOMBS MK2**
- Available in 4 sizes: 12.5g, 17.5g, 30g & 40g
- Elongated square shape to improve casting accuracy
- Flat sided to eliminate rolling
- Flecked camo coating
- Super smooth rotating swivel

**NEW**
- 12.5G x3 - GLD007 £2.99
- 17.5G x3 - GLD008 £3.25
- 30G x3 - GLD009 £3.50
- 40G x3 - GLD010 £3.50
**FEEDER ACCESSORIES**

**BARREL SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable match swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super-smooth rotation
- Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
- 10 per pack
  - SIZE 12 - GAC360 £1.50
  - SIZE 14 - GAC359 £1.50
  - SIZE 16 - GAC358 £1.50
  - SIZE 18 - GAC357 £1.50

**BEAD SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable match swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super-smooth rotation
- Over-moulded bead for smooth running
- Available in 2 sizes: 12 & 16
- 10 Per Pack
  - SIZE 12 - GAC376 £2.25
  - SIZE 16 - GAC375 £2.25

**HOOKLENGTH SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable design
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Finished edges to prevent line damage
- Rubber sleeve cap to allow easy hooklength removal
- Built in swivel to prevent line twist on retrieve
- Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
- 7 per pack
  - SIZE 14 - GAC368 £2.25
  - SIZE 16 - GAC367 £2.25
  - SIZE 18 - GAC366 £2.25
  - SIZE 20 - GAC365 £2.25

**SNAP LINK SWIVELS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super-smooth rotation
- Finished edges to prevent line damage
- Available in 4 sizes: 10, 12, 14 & 16
- 10 per pack
  - SIZE 10 - GAC364 £2.00
  - SIZE 12 - GAC363 £2.00
  - SIZE 14 - GAC362 £2.00
  - SIZE 16 - GAC361 £2.00

**FEEDER BEAD SNAP LINKS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Super-smooth rotation
- Over moulded bead for smooth running
- Available in 2 sizes: 12 & 14
- 10 Per Pack
  - SIZE 12 - GAC372 £2.25
  - SIZE 14 - GAC371 £2.25

**X-STRONG FEEDER BEAD SNAP LINKS**
- Ultra-durable snap link swivels
- Anti-corrosion coating
- Over moulded bead for smooth running
- Designed for casting heavy feeders at distance
- Available in 2 sizes 10 & 12
- 10 Per Pack
  - SIZE 10 - GAC374 £2.25
  - SIZE 12 - GAC373 £2.25

**CAGE COATS**
- Shrink tubing to cover Horizon feeders
- Shrinks when hot water/steam is applied
- Reduces speed that bait exits feeder
- Ideal when using cage feeder in deep water
  - GAC255 £1.99

---

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**RUBBER LINE STOPS**
- Ultra-durable TPR construction
- Tight fit to prevent slipping on line
- Domed design to prevent swivel sticking
- Quick and easy to attach
- Available in 2 sizes: medium and large
- 18 per pack
- MEDIUM - GAC369 £2.00
- LARGE - GAC370 £2.00

**HORIZON® PROTECTOR SLEEVES**
- Protects mainline when repeatedly casting heavy feeders
- Designed for use with free running rigs
- Produces neat tangle-free solution
- Use with Protector Snap Swivels
- Available in two sizes
- Standard supplied with normal swivel, Small supplied with 3 Barrel Super Swivel
- 5 per pack
- STANDARD - GAC299 £3.25
- SMALL - GAC300 £4.25

**EVOLUTION® SNAP LINK & SLEEVE**
- Allow quick changing of feeders when fishing paternoster or helicopter style rigs
- Sleeve creates a sleek finish to help prevent tangles
- Can be used with Matrix bombs and feeders
- 5 links and sleeves per pack
- GAC320 £3.25

**QUICK CHANGE FEEDER BEADS**
- Developed to work in conjunction with the new Interchangeable In-line Method feeders
- Elongated tube designed to create mini bolt effect
- Allows quick & easy hooklength changes
- 5 per pack
- GAC379 £2.49

**RUBBER QUICK BEAD**
- Rubber bead with quick change facility
- Perfect for the Evolution In-line Method Feeder
- 5 per pack
- GAC171 £2.49

**SWIVEL PROTECTOR BEADS**
- Ultra-durable silicone construction
- Designed to locate over the swivel eye to prevent line damage
- Domed shape to prevent swivel sticking
- Available in 2 sizes
- 9 Per Pack
- MEDIUM - GAC377 £2.00
- LARGE - GAC378 £2.00

**EVOLUTION® XT TAIL RUBBERS**
- Spare tail rubbers for use with feeders and/or lead clips
- Extra tough design for longevity
- 10 per pack
- GAC321 £2.25

**EVOLUTION® QUICK CHANGE LEAD CLIP**
- Utilises Evolution Quick Change system
- Unique slot enables change from lead clip to feeder in seconds
- Supplied with tail rubbers
- 5 lead clips and 5 tail rubbers per pack
- GAC210 £3.49

**Evolution® Quick Bead**
- Rubber bead with quick change facility
- Perfect for the Evolution In-line Method Feeder
- 5 per pack
- GAC171 £2.49
FEEDER ACCESSORIES / HOOKLENGTH STORAGE

BAIT BANDER
- Easy to use tool for banding pellets
- Comes with additional bait bands
- Works with Latex Bait Bands and Bait Alignas
- GAC302 £4.25

LATEX BAIT BANDS
- Perfect for presenting pellets and dumbbell boilies
- Great for use on Hair Rigs
- Available in three sizes: small, medium and large
- 100 bands per packet
- SMALL - GAC332 £3.25
- MEDIUM - GAC333 £3.25
- LARGE - GAC334 £3.25

BAIT ALIGNAS
- For use with hard pellets
- Creates the perfect angle for presenting pellets
- Available in two sizes: small and large version for bigger baits
- Quick and easy to use
- 10 Alignas per packet
- SMALL - GAC298 £3.75
- LARGE - GAC340 £4.25

SUPER STOP BAIT NEEDLE
- Designed for use with the Super Stops
- Large easy grip handle
- Works with both Micro and Large Super Stops
- GAC192 £2.25

X-STRONG SUPER STOPS
- Available in two sizes: small & large
- Super durable material
- New ultra-strong design
- Enlarge eyelet for line to pass through
- Enables quick hair rigging
- SMALL - GAC355 £2.49
- LARGE - GAC356 £2.49

DOUBLE SIDED FEEDER & TACKLE BOX
- Double sided tackle box specifically designed for carrying feeders
- Molded to securely hold feeders in place and prevent them becoming damaged
- Suitable for use with either commercial or natural water feeders
- Designated space for method moulds or accessories
- Secure clips to prevent spillage even when fully loaded
- Strong design to support the weight of heavy river feeders
- Two feeder boxes will fit in a 90mm Storage Unit
- GBX001 £26.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**HLR Hooklength Case (Small)**
- Designed to hold over 200 hooklengths
- Robust loop prongs positioned between 4" and 6"
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Moulded rig measuring pins
- 30x rig identification labels provided
- 20 durable hook pins capable of holding 10+ hooks per pin
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Compact design L18.5cm x W12cm x H3.5cm
- GBX002 £10.99

**HLR Hooklength Case (Large)**
- Designed to hold over 200 hooklengths
- Robust loop prongs positioned between 4", 6", 8", 10" & 12"
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Moulded rig measuring pins
- 50x rig identification labels provided
- 20 durable hook pins capable of holding 10+ hooks per pin
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Compact design L34cm x W12cm x H3.5cm
- GBX003 £14.99

**EVA Spool Storage Case**
- Designed to hold 24 Matrix EVA spools
- Robust moulded prongs to securely hold EVA spools
- 2x foam pins cushions for storing unused pins
- Magnetic locking mechanism
- Rubber seal to prevent moisture intake
- Fully solid finish to protect from UV damage
- Provided with 24 Matrix EVA spools and super fine pins
- Compact design L34cm x W12cm x H4cm
- GBX004 £24.99

**EVA Rig Discs (x6)**
- Soft EVA material protects hook points
- Designed to prevent line from becoming kinked or damaged
- Multiple hooklengths can be stored per spool
- Enables long hooklengths to held securely
- Printed front allows for easy identification of rig details
- Supplied with 10 super-fine Matrix securing pins
- EVA Discs are compatible with the EVA Insert Tray and EVA Spool Storage Case
- GAC353 £5.99
HOOKS

4” BAIT BAND METHOD RIGS
• Developed for using with Method or Pellet Feeders
• Medium sized super durable latex bait bands
• Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
• Ideal for fishing pellets and dumbell bollies
• Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
• 8 per packet

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR001 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR002 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR003 £3.25
• SIZE 20 – GRR004 £3.25

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR009 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR010 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR011 £3.25
• SIZE 20 – GRR012 £3.25

4” SUPER STOP METHOD RIGS
• Developed for using with Method or Pellet Feeders
• Large sized durable X-strong Super Stop
• Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
• Ideal for fishing bollies, sweetcorn & meat
• Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
• 8 per packet

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR017 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR018 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR019 £3.25
• SIZE 20 – GRR020 £3.25

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 12 – GRR021 £3.25
• SIZE 14 – GRR022 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR023 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR024 £3.25

4” BAIT BAND PEELER RIGS
• Developed for using as pole or feeder hooklengths
• Medium sized super durable latex bait bands
• Silicone hook sleeves to enhance presentation
• Ideal for fishing pellets and dumbell bollies
• Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
• 8 per packet

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR013 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR014 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR015 £3.25
• SIZE 20 – GRR016 £3.25

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 12 – GRR025 £3.25
• SIZE 14 – GRR026 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR027 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR028 £3.25

6” BAIT BAND PEELER RIGS
• Developed for using as pole hooklengths on commercial fisheries
• Ultra-sharp Japanese manufactured hooks designed for carp
• Ideal for fishing pellets, corn, meat, worms and maggots
• Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
• 8 per packet

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 14 – GRR033 £3.99
• SIZE 16 – GRR034 £3.99
• SIZE 18 – GRR035 £3.99
• SIZE 20 – GRR036 £3.99
• SIZE 22 – GRR037 £3.99

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 12 – GRR038 £3.99
• SIZE 14 – GRR039 £3.99
• SIZE 16 – GRR040 £3.99
• SIZE 18 – GRR041 £3.99

6” CARP POLE RIGS
• Developed for using as pole hooklengths on commercial fisheries
• Ultra-sharp Japanese manufactured hooks designed for carp
• Ideal for fishing pellets, corn, meat, worms and maggots
• Accurately tied to fit in the HLR Hooklength Case
• 8 per packet

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR033 £3.99
• SIZE 16 – GRR034 £3.99
• SIZE 18 – GRR035 £3.99
• SIZE 20 – GRR036 £3.99
• SIZE 22 – GRR037 £3.99

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 12 – GRR038 £3.99
• SIZE 14 – GRR039 £3.99
• SIZE 16 – GRR040 £3.99
• SIZE 18 – GRR041 £3.99

1M SW FEEDER RIGS
• Developed for using as traditional feeder hooklengths
• 1m long and can be cut to desired length
• Ideal for larger species like carp, bream and tench
• Ultra-sharp Japanese manufactured hooks designed for feeder fishing
• Ideal for fishing corn, worms, casters and maggots
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and SW Feeder Hooks

BARBLESS
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Carp Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 14, 16, 18 & 20
• SIZE 14 – GRR042 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR043 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR044 £3.25
• SIZE 20 – GRR045 £3.25

BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 12 – GRR046 £3.25
• SIZE 14 – GRR047 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR048 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR049 £3.25

X-STRONG BARBED
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Feeder Rigger hooks
• Available in 4 sizes: 12, 14, 16 & 18
• SIZE 12 – GRR050 £3.25
• SIZE 14 – GRR051 £3.25
• SIZE 16 – GRR052 £3.25
• SIZE 18 – GRR053 £3.25

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
SUPER MATCH
• Barbed spade-end, wide gape
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Medium wire with black nickel finish
• Designed for both float and feeder fishing
• SIZE 12 - GHK006 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK007 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK008 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK009 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK010 £1.35

CARP BAGGERS
• Barbless spade-end with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Strong wire with bronze finish
• For carp and other large fish
• SIZE 14 - GHK025 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK026 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK027 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK028 £1.35

CARP RIGGERS
• Barbless eyed with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Strong wire with bronze finish
• Perfect for using a knotless knot
• SIZE 14 - GHK029 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK030 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK031 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK032 £1.35

SUPER POLE
• Barbed spade-end
• Modern crystal bend
• Medium wire with black nickel finish
• Suited to pole and light float fishing with small baits
• SIZE 10 - GHK011 £1.35
• SIZE 12 - GHK012 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK013 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK014 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK015 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK016 £1.35

ALL ROUND
• Barbed spade-end with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Straight eye for aggressive angle
• Perfect for bait bands and Matrix Bait Alignas
• SIZE 12 - GHK084 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK083 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK082 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK081 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK080 £1.35

CARP BANDERS
• Barbless eyed with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Straight eye for aggressive angle
• Perfect for bait bands and Matrix Bait Alignas
• SIZE 12 - GHK084 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK083 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK082 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK081 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK080 £1.35

FEEDER RIGGERS
• Micro barbed eyed with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Medium wire with bronze finish
• Ideal for feeder fishing
• SIZE 12 - GHK033 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK034 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK035 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK036 £1.35

CARP RIGGERS
• Barbless eyed with in-turned point
• Hybrid round/crystal bend
• Strong wire with bronze finish
• Perfect for using a knotless knot
• SIZE 14 - GHK029 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK030 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK031 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK032 £1.35

ALL ROUND
• Barbed spade-end with round bend
• Medium wire, nickle finish
• Perfect for a wide range of methods
• SIZE 12 - GHK105 £1.35
• SIZE 14 - GHK104 £1.35
• SIZE 16 - GHK103 £1.35
• SIZE 18 - GHK102 £1.35
• SIZE 20 - GHK101 £1.35

1M SP FEEDER RIGS
• Developed for using as traditional feeder hooklengths
• 1m long and can be cut to desired length
• Ideal for small species like roach, hybrids & skimmers
• Ultra-sharp Japanese manufactured hooks designed for feeder fishing
• Ideal for fishing worms, casters, maggots and pinkies
• Constructed with Matrix Power Micron and Super Pole Hooks
• Supplied on a Matrix EVA Disc
• EVA Disc is compatible with the EVA Insert Tray and EVA Spool Storage Case
• SIZE 10 - GRR039 £3.99
• SIZE 12 - GRR040 £3.99
• SIZE 14 - GRR041 £3.99
• SIZE 16 - GRR042 £3.99
• SIZE 18 - GRR043 £3.99
• SIZE 20 - GRR044 £3.99
**LINE / WAGGLERS**

**POWER MICRON**
- Accurate diameter hooklength and pole rig line
- Very strong and supple for better presentation
- Outstanding knot strength
- All popular diameters
- Low-visibility clear colour
- Perfect for feeder and pole fishing use
- Supplied on 100m spools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7MM</td>
<td>GML013</td>
<td>£4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8MM</td>
<td>GML014</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9MM</td>
<td>GML015</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.105MM</td>
<td>GML016</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.115MM</td>
<td>GML017</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125MM</td>
<td>GML018</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.135MM</td>
<td>GML019</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.145MM</td>
<td>GML020</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CARPMASTER® SINKING MONO**
- Ideal for feeder, waggler and bomb fishing
- Specially selected line colour for almost invisibility in water
- Very durable
- Sinks very well
- Perfect for long range casting
- High knot strength and abrasion resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.18MM</td>
<td>GML013</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.20MM</td>
<td>GML014</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23MM</td>
<td>GML015</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25MM</td>
<td>GML016</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.28MM</td>
<td>GML017</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUBMERGE FEEDER BRAID**
- Sinking braid with smooth outer surface
- Designed for extreme distance casting
- Thin diameter with high knot strength
- Dark neutral colour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8MM</td>
<td>GBL001</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10MM</td>
<td>GBL002</td>
<td>£19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INSERT WAGGLER LOADED**
- Perfect for wagglers fishing on stillwaters and rivers
- Available in four sizes – 3g, 4g, 5g and 6g
- High visibility tip makes seeing bites easy
- Interchangeable weights add presentation and accurate casting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td>GAC335</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>GAC336</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G</td>
<td>GAC337</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6G</td>
<td>GAC338</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MICRO BAGGING WAGGLER LOADED
- A crystal pellet waggler, but with the addition of a feeder cage at base for moulding groundbait and pellets
- Clear body reduces chances of fish spooking
- Cage enables steady stream of feed to fall around hookbait
- Ideal when a large amount of feed is required
- MEDIUM • GAC317 £3.75
- LARGE • GAC318 £3.75

PELLET WAGGLER LOADED
- Loaded crystal pellet waggler perfect for catching fish up in the water
- Clear body reduces chances of fish becoming spooked
- Pre-loaded weights ensure float can cock without adding extra shot
- Weights can be removed should you wish to change setup of float
- Can be converted into Micro Bagging Waggler by adding Pellet Waggler Feeder Cage which is available separately
- 8mm available in 4g, 6g and 8g
- 10mm available in 6g, 8g and 10g
- High visibility top makes seeing bites very easy
- 8MM 4G • GAC311 £3.25
- 8MM 6G • GAC312 £3.25
- 8MM 8G • GAC313 £3.25
- 10MM 6G • GAC314 £3.25
- 10MM 8G • GAC315 £3.25
- 10MM 10G • GAC316 £3.25

PELLET WAGGLER ATTACHMENTS
- Handy attachment for use with Matrix Pellet Waggler and Bagging Wagglers
- Allows for quick and easy changing of waggler without breaking line down
- Supplied with multiple float stops to prevent float from slipping on cast
- Stops and attachment supplied on wire loop for easy transfer onto mainline
- 5 clips and 20 stops per packet
- GAC331 £2.25

IMPACT PENCIL BAGGING WAGGLER
- Available in two sizes: 10g medium and 15g large
- Highly visible
- Adjustable loading capacity
- Removable feeder
- Perfect for shallow fishing or fishing against islands
- Extra buoyancy aids self hooking
- Ideal when a large amount of feed is required
- MEDIUM • GAC345 £3.75
- LARGE • GAC346 £3.75

IMPACT BAGGING WAGGLER
- New, modern take on classic bagging waggler design
- Unique design prevents it from plunging underwater on impact
- Bulbs top hooks fish before you strike
- It’s high visibility orange top makes very easy to see bites
- Perfect for catching species such as carp up in the water
- Features cage on base around which groundbait and pellets can be moulded
- Cage enables steady stream of feed to fall around hookbait
- Allows you to turn swim ‘upside down’
- Great for fishing tight to islands when you’re getting false indications on a Method Feeder
- GAC339 £3.75

IMPACT BAGGING WAGGLER
- New, modern take on classic bagging waggler design
- Unique design prevents it from plunging underwater on impact
- Bulbs top hooks fish before you strike
- It’s high visibility orange top makes very easy to see bites
- Perfect for catching species such as carp up in the water
- Features cage on base around which groundbait and pellets can be moulded
- Cage enables steady stream of feed to fall around hookbait
- Allows you to turn swim ‘upside down’
- Great for fishing tight to islands when you’re getting false indications on a Method Feeder
- GAC339 £3.75

PELLET WAGGLER ATTACHMENTS
- Handy attachment for use with Matrix Pellet Waggler and Bagging Wagglers
- Allows for quick and easy changing of waggler without breaking line down
- Supplied with multiple float stops to prevent float from slipping on cast
- Stops and attachment supplied on wire loop for easy transfer onto mainline
- 5 clips and 20 stops per packet
- GAC331 £2.25
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POLE ACCESSORIES

STAY FRESH SOLID ELASTIC
• Made from 100% pure latex
• Bright fluorescent colours for visibility
• Impregnated with silicone liquid
• Sealed packet contains 6 metres
• SIZE 2 - GAC284 £3.25
• SIZE 3 - GAC285 £3.25
• SIZE 4 - GAC286 £3.25
• SIZE 5 - GAC287 £3.25
• SIZE 6 - GAC288 £3.25
• SIZE 8 - GAC289 £3.25
• SIZE 12 - GAC291 £3.25
• SIZE 14 - GAC292 £3.25
• SIZE 16 - GAC293 £3.25

SLIK ELASTIC
• SLIK is the perfect hybrid between solid and hollow elastics
• Available in 6 sizes to cover all styles of pole fishing
• Unique material allows 600% more stretch than latex elastic
• All the advantages of hollow elastic without flattening or air bubbles
• Super smooth finish creates non-stick performance
• Extremely durable and long lasting
• Supplied in 3m lengths
• Not available in Italy
• SIZE 4-6 - GAC380 £7.99
• SIZE 6-8 - GAC381 £7.99
• SIZE 8-10 - GAC382 £7.99
• SIZE 10-12 - GAC383 £7.99
• SIZE 12-14 - GAC384 £7.99
• SIZE 14-16 - GAC385 £7.99

POLE FLOAT SILICONE
• Top quality clear pole float silicone
• 1 metre per pack
• 0.2MM - GAC196 £2.25
• 0.3MM - GAC126 £2.25
• 0.4MM - GAC127 £2.25
• 0.5MM - GAC128 £2.25
• 0.6MM - GAC129 £2.25
• 0.8MM - GAC197 £2.25
• 1.0MM - GAC198 £2.25
• 1.2MM - GAC199 £2.25

Elastic Threader
• Diamond eye elastic threader
• Extra long 2m length
• GAC308 £3.49

Core Hollow Elastics
• 6 sizes to cover all styles of pole fishing
• Constructed from 100% pure latex
• Ultra-bright fluorescent colours
• Amber core throughout the range
• Supplied in 3m lengths
• Available in 6 sizes from 6-8 (1.40mm) through to 16-18 (2.60mm)
• SIZE 6-8 - GAC391 £9.99
• SIZE 8-10 - GAC392 £9.99
• SIZE 10-12 - GAC393 £9.99
• SIZE 12-14 - GAC394 £9.99
• SIZE 14-16 - GAC395 £9.99
• SIZE 16-18 - GAC396 £9.99

Elastic Thresher
• Diamond eye elastic threader
• Extra long 2m length
• GAC308 £3.49

Rod Bands
• Ideal for strapping broken down rod sections together
• Can also hold feeder or lead in place to prevent it banging against blank in transit
• Neoprene design with Velcro® fastening
• Two bands per packet
• GAC295 £5.99

Tip & Butt Protectors
• Designed to provide protection during transportation
• Ideal for preventing damage to soft feeder tips
• Compact shape to hold rods securely in position
• Constructed from Neoprene
• Secure Velcro® fastening straps
• 1 pair per pack
• GAC386 £7.99

Prices shown are RRP (Recommended Retail Prices)
**PULL BUNG**
- Large easy-to-fit cone suits all top kit sizes
- Central plastic tube through cone with PTFE bush for protection of elastic
- Helps land fish more quickly
- SMALL - GAC027 £3.75
- LARGE - GAC026 £3.75

**WINDER BUNG**
- Elastic bung with built-in elastic winder
- Small suitable for number 2 sections
- Large suitable for 3rd and 4th sections
- Can be easily cut to fit pole section
- Detachable extractor rod
- SMALL - GAC019 £3.49
- LARGE - GAC026 £3.75

**DACRON CONNECTORS**
- Super stiff coated material
- Twisted loop to enhance the stiffness
- Durable TPR moulded beads
- Pre-lassoed ready to attached to elastic
- 5 connectors per packet
- SMALL - GAC387 £3.99
- MEDIUM - GAC388 £3.99
- LARGE - GAC389 £3.99

**BIG BORE TOSS POTS**
- Big Bore design makes them ideal for carp and power kits.
- Soft construction for universal fit and no pole damage
- Fits into position in seconds and can be easily moved
- Interchangeable lids to adjust feed rate depending on bait
- Available in three sizes (2 per pack): small, medium and large
- 3 Pot Combo Pack available containing all three sizes
- Soft Toss Pot fits pole tips down to 2.75mm external diameter
- SMALL - GAC349 £4.99
- MEDIUM - GAC350 £4.99
- LARGE - GAC351 £4.99
- COMBO - GAC352 £6.49

**DISGORGERS**
- Simple plastic disgorger
- Twin end - large & small
- GAC304 £1.20

**GROUNDBAIT CUP SET**
- Durable plastic construction
- Brass threads to prevent corrosion
- Insert thread can be fitted internally 7mm or externally 5mm
- Supplied with 2 groundbait cups (150ml & 250ml)
- GAC397 £7.99

**BREAD PUNCH SET**
- Sizes: 4mm, 6mm, 8mm & 10mm Punches
- High quality brass heads
- Machined brass for ultra-sharp punch edges
- Rubber over moulded handle grip
- Side slot to enable ease of hooking bait
- GAC354 £5.99

**PELLET PINGER**
- Unique lightweight design
- Hardwearing, moulded pouch
- Short elastic designed for one handed filling
- Perfect for using when holding a pole
- Ideal for pellets and other small particles
- Available in light or medium elastic
- LIGHT - GPT001 £6.99
- MEDIUM - GPT002 £6.99
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